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Abstract

This thesis comprises the description of the development of a set-up for tip-enhanced

Raman spectroscopy and a comparative study of the Raman response of three CuO2-

based compounds as prototypical spin 1/2 antiferromagnets. The major innovation

of the optical configuration is an off-axis parabolic mirror, the advantages and po-

tential challenges of which were explored in detail. The symmetry-resolved spectra

indicate that the line shape in B1g symmetry is universal and independent of the

excitation energy.

Kurzzusammenfassung

Diese Arbeit beschreibt Entwicklung und Aufbau einer Apparatur zur spitzenverstä-

rkten Raman-Spektroskopie und eine Studie, in der die Raman-Spektren dreier Ver-

bindungen auf CuO2 Basis als prototypische Spin-1/2 Antiferromagneten verglichen

werden. Die zentrale Innovation des Aufbaus besteht aus einem außeraxialen Pa-

rabolspiegel, dessen Herausforderungen und Chancen im Detail untersucht wurden.

Die nach Symmetriekomponenten zerlegten Spektren zeigen, dass die Linienform der

B1g Raman-Spektren universell und unabhängig von der Anregungsenergie ist.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Inelastic light (Raman) scattering is an intensively used technique for the study of el-

ementary excitations in solids including phonons, electron-hole pairs, and magnons.

The studies include high-Tc superconductivity [1, 2], magnetism [3, 4], and semicon-

ductor physics [5]. In superconductors, for instance, the energy gap, its anisotropies

and momentum dependences of the pairing potential can be probed [6–8]. In mag-

nets spin excitations were studied early, and a great deal of attention was paid on

the cuprates [9–13]. Yet the full explanation of the line shape was only partially

successful [14–16] calling for new ideas and higher spectral resolution in the experi-

ments.

Spatial resolution is less important at first glance since most of the supercon-

ductors or magnets are considered to be rather homogeneous. However, scanning

tunneling spectroscopy [17, 18] revealed nanometer scale inhomogeneities of the su-

perconducting gap of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8. More recently anomalously high conductivity

was found close to grain boundaries in WO3−x [19] and nanometer-sized topological

objects were discovered in magnets [20]. These results show the demand for the

improvement of the optical resolution beyond the diffraction limit of light, thereby

accessing nano-scale spectroscopic fingerprints which may otherwise remain hidden.

Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS), developed about two decades ago, is

a spectroscopic extension of scanning probe microscopy which provides a new avenue

to access these spectroscopic fingerprints alongside the topographic information in

the sub-wavelength regime [21–24]. Since the first experimental realization [25, 26],

TERS has made a rapid progress to become a promising nanoscale characterization

tool. New insights into the properties of molecular systems [23, 27], carbon based

nanomaterials [28–30], and crystalline samples [23, 31] could be obtained.

TERS is an established technique for the near-field studies in ambient conditions.

1



2 1. Introduction

However, TERS experiments at low temperatures are still in their infancy [31–33].

Our aim is to develop TERS with an alternative optical geometry designed to be

applicable in the temperature range of 10 K−300 K. Furthermore, we aim to utilize

our customized setup to study the dynamics of charge, spin, and lattice excitations

in bulk crystals with nanoscale resolution.

Based on optical geometries, different variants of TERS systems have been re-

ported. Usually, refractive objective lenses with large working distances are utilized

in TERS systems due to their excellent optical imaging properties [34–36]. Alter-

natively, optical configurations based on an on-axis parabolic mirror were described

which allow optimal focusing and minimal spot size due to the very large aperture

[23, 37]. These systems suffer from two disadvantages: (i) part of the aperture is

obscured by the mechanics for the tip and (ii) applying different light polarizations

is difficult.

In our customized optical system, the off-axis parabolic mirror facilitates ac-

cess to all polarization combinations of incoming and scattered photons to exploit

the selection rules of the Raman process. The selection of different symmetries is

possible by utilizing the orientation of the tip, thus enabling a finite projection of

the polarization onto the sample surface. Obviously, a certain polarization leakage

between the symmetries hinders the full separation of the symmetry components of

the inelastically scattered light which is possible as in a conventional setup. Nev-

ertheless, even with a single tip the symmetry projections can be accessed to some

extent.

Despite of substantial progress in the experimental setup tip enhancement could

not be demonstrated. Therefore, concerning TERS, the thesis is a progress report on

the technical developments. Beyond that systematic studies of magnetic excitations

in spin 1/2 systems have been carried out in insulating cuprates which are the parent

compounds of the superconductors with the highest transition temperatures Tc at

ambient conditions.

The cuprates are quasi two-dimensional materials characterized by the CuO2

building units arranged in a layered pattern. Within these layers, copper atoms

form a square lattice with oxygen atoms assembled at the bridging positions between

neighboring copper atoms. The undoped parent compounds exhibit a Mott insulat-

ing phase with the Cu spins arranged antiferromagnetically. The spin dynamics of

such systems are described in terms of a two-dimensional spin 1/2 Heisenberg model

[11, 12, 38]. Superconductivity emerges by suppressing magnetism upon doping the

parent compounds with either electrons or holes. The persistence of magnetism up
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to the superconducting state indicates the interrelation between the two phenom-

ena. This interrelation has a wide significance beyond the cuprates since essentially

all unconventional superconductors are characterized by the proximity of competing

phases with magnetism being the most prominent one.

Antiferromagnetic ordering in undoped cuprates has been widely studied by

probing magnetic excitations. One of the frequently used techniques is inelastic

neutron scattering which has unveiled the magnon dispersion in undoped cuprates

[39–42]. Raman scattering has also played a pivotal role in accessing the mag-

netic excitations in undoped cuprates. Since the first experimental observation in

La2CuO4 [1, 4, 11], much attention has been given to the magnetic scattering in

B1g symmetry. In all insulating cuprates, the B1g symmetry is dominated by a

broad peak originating from two-magnon scattering. A qualitative description of

the two-magnon peak was obtained using the spin wave theory based on the two-

dimensional S= 1/2 Heisenberg model including nearest-neighbor exchange interac-

tion J [9, 14, 43]. However, the asymmetric line shape in the B1g Raman response

remains an open subject. Besides contributions from the multi-magnon and cyclic

spin excitations or amplitude fluctuations has not been satisfactorily explored yet

[13, 44–46].

Recently, the line shapes of the two-magnon B1g Raman spectra in the Néel

ordered state of undoped cuprates were explained using a field theoretical approach

[47]. This approach is based on perturbation theory up to infinite order including

the amplitude (Higgs) fluctuations of the order parameter. Analogous to the Higgs

boson in particle physics [48], the Higgs modes appear as collective oscillations

in a quantum many-body system as a consequence of spontaneous breaking of a

continuous symmetry. Within the ordered state, the free-energy landscape has a

Mexican hat structure, where the Higgs modes are decoupled from the Nambu-

Goldstone modes associated with phase oscillations [49]. The theoretical fits were

acquired using slightly different Higgs masses [47].

The recent theoretical results stimulate the quantitative study of the magnetic

excitations and amplitude fluctuations. Since the theory predicts universal behav-

ior it is of primary interest to compare the results from different families including

La2CuO4 (LCO), YBa2Cu3O6.05 (Y123), and Bi2Sr2YCu2O8+δ (Bi2212:Y). Further-

more, we compare the excitation energy dependent spectra to separate the intrinsic

non-resonant line shape from a putative influence of resonant light scattering and

extrinsic contributions such as luminescence. The magnetic excitations in the res-

onant regime have been theoretically addressed by several authors [44, 50–52]. In
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addition to the usual resonance process, the triple resonance discussed by Morr

and Chubukov [51] has also provided qualitative understanding of the experimental

results on YBa2Cu3O6.1 [53] and PrBa2Cu3O7 [16]. Starting from the one-band Hub-

bard model, the triple resonance is expected when ωI,S ∼ U occurs simultaneously

with ωI −Ωq∼ U where ωI,S is the energy of the incident or scattered photon, U is

the Hubbard repulsion energy and Ωq is the magnon dispersion. In the two-magnon

Raman spectrum, the maximum appearing slightly below 3J has a resonance energy

different from that of twice the maximum of the magnon dispersion 2max(Ωq) at

4J . It indicates that the line shape depends on the incident photon energy ωI .

The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 compiles a treatise of near-field

theory. Chapter 3 summarizes the fundamental experimental and theoretical devel-

opments for TERS systems focusing on the enhancement factor. In addition, the

key ingredients of the TERS setup including optical configurations, scanning probe

microscopy, and tips designs are reviewed in general. Chapter 4 describes the concep-

tual realization of the customized TERS setup and summarizes test measurements.

Chapter 5 comprises experimental results and discussions of the symmetry-resolved

light scattering studies in the undoped cuprates with the focus placed on the mag-

netic excitation and amplitude fluctuations.



Chapter 2

Optical studies on the nanoscale

Continuous developments in the emergent fields of Nanoscience and Nanotechnol-

ogy have always highlighted the requirement of new characterization tools which can

perform on the true nanoscale. In the class of imaging tools, the traditional optical

microscopy has played a vital role. However, the versatile use of optical microscopes

in the sub-wavelength regime is restricted by the diffraction limit corresponding to

approximately half of the wavelength of light [54, 55]. In order to obtain images

with the sub-wavelength resolution, optical microscopy has to surpass the diffrac-

tion limit. The advancement of near-field optics has brought a variety of optical

observations to a dimension below the diffraction limit.

This chapter will briefly summarize the diffraction limit of light, the fundamental

properties of light propagation, and the near-field effects in the context of evanescent

waves. Following this, surface plasmons and their role in enhancement mechanisms

is discussed. A well-established near-field technique known as scanning near-field

optical microscopy (SNOM) is described thereafter.

2.1 The diffraction limit of light

Diffraction is an optical effect where light begins to bend and disperse when passing

near a barrier or through an aperture. The conceptual criterion of the diffraction

limit for a microscope was first introduced by Ernst Abbé [54] which was further

refined by Lord Rayleigh [55]. Rayleigh’s criterion is based on a grating spectrometer

and is often adopted in conjunction with optical microscopy. A detailed explanation

of the diffraction theory can be found in Refs. [56–58]. In this section, an overview

of the diffraction limit in the context of optical microscopy is presented.

A schematic of the diffraction-limited resolution in the case of optical microscopy

5
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θ
∆x

nsin(θ)
< ∆x0.61 λ

D

d

object plane image plane

Figure 2.1: Principle of the diffraction-limited resolution in conventional optical micro-
scopes. Two point-like objects (red and green circles) in the object plane separated by
the distance ∆x generate a conjugated spread function in the image plane using a glass
objective located at the distance d from the point objects.

is presented in Fig. 2.1. Two point-like objects, separated by a distance ∆x are

exposed to the incident radiation of wavelength λ. The scattered light is collected

by the glass objective (∅ = D) placed at a distance d from the point objects and

passed to a detector located in the far-field region. In the image plane, point objects

appear as an Airy disk pattern. According to the Rayleigh criterion, two irradiated

point objects can still be distinguished if the maximum of the Airy disk of one point

object coincides with a minimum of the Airy pattern of the other point object.

According to the Rayleigh criterion, the spatial resolution (∆x) reads

∆xmin = 0.61
λ

NA
. (2.1)

Here λ is the wavelength and NA=n ·sin θ is the numerical aperture of the objective

lens where n represents the refractive index of the medium between the lens and

the specimen (point objects) and θ is the one-half of the opening angle of the lens.

Eq. 2.1 states that the two point objects separated by the distance ∆x can only be

resolved if they satisfy the condition of ∆x>0.61 λ
NA

. If two objects move closer to

each other, their spread functions will start to overlap and reach to a point where

they become identical and are no more resolvable. The rough estimation of the

resolution criterion presented in Eq. 2.1 yields ∆x≈λ/2 which sets the diffraction

limit for visible light to approximately 300 nm.

To understand the diffraction-limited resolution of any optical system, it is nec-

essary to investigate how the electric field emanating from the scattering object
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Einc

Escatt

z

x
y
E(x,y,z)

z = 0 z = const.

Figure 2.2: Schematic of an optical scattering configuration with arbitrarily chosen axis
z. Here an object situated at z= 0 interacts with the incident fields (Einc). The scattered
fields (Escatt) are evaluated in planes perpendicular to the z axis (z= const.).

spreads along a particular spatial direction. The angular spectrum representation

[58] is one of the convenient mathematical techniques which allows one to study

the light propagation in homogeneous media. In the following part, the behavior

of electric fields emerging from any scattering object is scrutinized using the series

expansion of an arbitrary field in the angular spectrum representation.

Let us consider an optical scattering environment as depicted in Fig. 2.2. When

a scattering body located at z= 0 interacts with the incident fields, the scattering

fields E(x, y, z) can be detected in the plane perpendicular to the arbitrary axis z.

The total electric field is given by

E(x, y, z) = Einc + Escatt (2.2)

where Einc and Escatt are the incident and scattered electric fields, respectively. We

assume that the electric field E at the scattering source E(x, y, z) = 0 is known. In

this case, the electric field at any position z can be calculated using the angular

spectrum representation. In reciprocal space, the Fourier transformation of the field

E at position z can be expressed as

Ê(kx, ky; z) =
1

4π2

+∞∫∫
−∞

E(x, y, z)e−i[kxx+kyy]dxdy. (2.3)
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Here x, y, and z are the Cartesian coordinates in real space and kx, ky, and kz are

their corresponding reciprocal coordinates. As the spatial spectrum Ê at z= 0 is

known, we can obtain the spatial spectrum at any arbitrary point z in space by

introducing a propagator. For free space, this propagator reads e±ikzz. In the case

of a linear, isotropic, and homogeneous medium, the Fourier spectrum Ê along the

z direction can be written as

Ê(kx, ky; z) = Ê(kx, ky; 0)e±ikzz. (2.4)

Eq. 2.4 includes a propagator factor e±ikzz with ± sign indicating the direction of

a wave propagation with two superimposed solutions. By combining Eq. 2.3 and

Eq. 2.4, the resulting electric field E for arbitrary z can be obtained. This yields

E(x, y, z) =

+∞∫∫
−∞

Ê(kx, ky, z = 0)ei(kxx+kyy)e±ikzzdkxdky. (2.5)

In Eq. 2.5, Ê(kx, ky, z) = 0 is the amplitude of the superposed harmonic waves. The

wavevector k describes the propagation direction using wavevector components kx,

ky, and kz. In the case of a propagation along the z direction, the wavevector kz

can be denoted as

kz =
√
k2 − k2

x − k2
y. (2.6)

Here k is the magnitude of the wavevector which is defined as

k =
2πn

λ
(2.7)

where λ is the wavelength of light and n is the refractive index of the medium. For a

dielectric medium with no losses, the refractive index is a real and positive quantity.

According to Eq. 2.6, we obtain two characteristic solutions of the wavevector kz.

• If k2
x + k2

y ≤ k2, kz is real with the propagator factor ei|kz |z. It represents an

oscillatory function of the plane waves propagating along the z direction.

• If k2
x+k

2
y >k

2, kz is imaginary with an exponentially decaying function exp− |kz| z
associated with evanescent waves.

Considering the above solutions, we conclude that the spatial spectrum at any

arbitrary position z is a superposition of plane and evanescent waves. The plane
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waves (also known as far-field waves) are the propagating waves spreading out in-

definitely in all directions. These waves are responsible for carrying the far-field

information to the detector. In contrast, evanescent waves decay exponentially into

a region of space forbidden for traveling waves. In the transverse (axial) plane, the

larger angle between the k-vector and the z-axis leads to larger oscillations. For ex-

ample, a plane wave propagating at 90◦ with respect to z provides the highest spatial

oscillations in the transverse plane (k2
x + k2

y = k2) covered by evanescent waves. In

principle, the evanescent waves can cover an infinite spatial bandwidth, however, it

is practically limited by the fact that the decay length of the evanescent field gets

shorter for higher frequencies.

For any optical configuration, when the distance between an object and its image

is larger than λ, the fields associated with the evanescent waves become negligible.

The loss of evanescent waves leads to the diffraction-limited spatial resolution which

is mainly attributed to the Fresnel diffraction (near-field diffraction). The Fresnel

diffraction, in general, occurs when a wave passing through an aperture diffracts

in the near field leading to the diffracted waves having short propagation length.

It results in a Fresnel number F (= d2/lλ) greater than 1 which depends on the

diameter of the aperture (d), propagation length (l), and the incident wavelength

(λ). In the case of increased propagation length, the diffracted waves tend to convert

into planer waves.

In addition to the loss of evanescent fields, optical components of the corre-

sponding system also limit the overall fields detected in the far-field. The limited

collection efficiency of the optical elements does not allow all the plane waves to

reach to the detector resulting in further loss of the fields at position z. This effect

is known as Fraunhofer or far-field diffraction where diffraction patterns are observed

in the image plane located at a distance larger than the size of the diffracting object.

The collection efficiency of an optical component (e.g. lens) is determined by the

numerical aperture (NA) as discussed in Eq. 2.1.

It is evident that the resolving power of the conventional optical system is diffrac-

tion limited and is not sufficient to characterize nano-scale objects. The resolution

limit can slightly be increased by either decreasing the excitation wavelength or

by filling the space between the object and the lens with a medium having a re-

fractive index larger than 1 (Eq. 2.1) [59]. However, in order to gain a significant

improvement, one must have access to the evanescent fields radiating from the sam-

ple. Without access to the evanescent fields, the diffraction limit is a hard boundary

for the optical resolution.
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2.2 Evanescent waves in the near-field

The main motivation behind near-field optics is to overcome the diffraction limit.

Near-field optics utilizes the region in space where the evanescent waves exist.

Evanescent waves occur when the light interacts with inhomogeneities (i.e. a plane

interface of two materials with different refractive indices). In this section, we present

an optical arrangement in order to understand how the near-field information can

be retrieved in the far-field region.

The evanescent waves can be generated by total internal reflection occurring at

the boundary of two dielectric media. When light propagates from an optically

denser medium (refractive index n1) into a lower density medium (refractive index

n2), the total internal reflection occurs only when θi>θc. Here θi = arcsin(n2/n1) and

θc are the incident and critical angles, respectively. In this case, evanescent waves

are generated in the medium having lower refractive index. These waves always

exist as coupled modes of the electromagnetic fields on a dielectric surface.

In order to access evanescent waves into the far-field region, we consider a sim-

plified optical arrangement as depicted in Fig. 2.3 (a). Assume that an optical plane

θ1

θ2

θ3

z

x

d

n1

n2

n3

x

z

evanescent field

θ1

n1

n2

(a) (b)

1

2

Figure 2.3: Propagation of the evanescent waves in different configurations. (a) Schematic
of frustrated total internal reflection where the evanescent wave generated at interface 1
is converted into a propagating wave by the interface 2. (b) A simplified near-field optical
arrangement. A tip is utilized to partly convert the evanescent waves into propagating
waves. All the reflected parts are omitted for clarity.

wave is incident at the angle of total internal reflection (θ1) on the surface of a

rectangular optical element (n1) and creates the evanescent waves at interface 1.

When another optically dense medium (n3) is brought at a distance on the order of

a wavelength to the first medium, the evanescent waves couple to the interface 2 and
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transmitted through the second optically dense medium. This process is referred to

as the frustrated total internal reflection and can be obtained by satisfying the neces-

sary condition of arcsin(n2/n1)<θ1< arcsin(n3/n1). The magnitude of the coupling

efficiency depends on the gap d between the two dense media. The frustrated total

internal reflection can be observed for any medium and do not necessarily require a

planar dielectric surface.

Based on the idea of frustrated total internal reflection, the near-field optical

effects can be explained. In Fig. 2.3 (b), a near-field optical setup is displayed

where a tip is incorporated to scatter the evanescent fields into propagating waves

detectable in the far-field. Apart from the above described phenomenon, evanescent

waves can also be created and enhanced by surface plasmon polaritons at any metal-

dielectric interface.

2.3 Surface plasmon polaritons

This section is dedicated to the general introduction of surface plasmons. It be-

gins with the fundamental properties of light interactions in metals followed by the

mechanisms responsible for launching surface plasmons at a planar interface.

Surface plasmons are surface-assisted waves occurring at a metal-dielectric in-

terface. When a metal nanostructure interacts with light at optical frequencies,

free electrons sustain the existence of surface and volume charge density oscillations

[58]. These oscillations have distinct resonance frequencies. The properties of sur-

face plasmons play an important role in a wide spectrum of technical applications

such as biosensors, photonic devices, and near-field optics [60–63]. In the near-field

optics, optical interactions are greatly influenced by the spatial extent of the sur-

face plasmons. The surface charge oscillations coupled to electromagnetic fields are

expressed in terms of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). SPPs are bound to the

surface and do not radiate at planar interfaces. However, in the near-field regime

the properties of SPPs can be altered with the geometrical modification, i.e. using

a subwavelength structure. Such structures allow the SPPs to radiate locally. The

SPPs exhibit a strong field confinement which together with the huge enhancement

effects forms the basis of near-field techniques. These crucial effects of SPPs have

been well exploited in the enhanced Raman techniques such as surface-enhanced

Raman spectroscopy (SERS) [84, 102, 105] and tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy

(TERS) [22, 23, 31, 84, 175].

The phenomenon of light interaction with any metallic structure can be described
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by a frequency-dependent complex dielectric function [64]. The dielectric function

of a metal is given by the combined contributions from free electron εDrude(ω) and

the interband transitions εInterband(ω) due to bound electrons.

The individual contributions are derived using the Drude-Sommerfeld model.

The free-electrons contribution is given by the following expression:

εDrude(ω) = 1−
ω2
p

ω2 + Γ2
+ i

Γω2
p

ω(ω2 + Γ2)
, (2.8)

where the plasma frequency is ωp =
√

ne2

meε0
. Γ (= vF/l) is the damping term which

depends on the Fermi velocity (vF ) and the mean free path of the electrons (l).

Eq. 2.8 is used to determine the optical properties of metals in the infrared regime.

However, for the visible range, one has to also take into account the response of the

bound electrons. For example, the interband transitions for gold take place from

the 4d to the 5sp orbitals and the absorption edge falls in the visible range. The

contribution of bound electrons to the dielectric function reads

εInterband(ω) = 1 +
ω̃2
p(ω0

2 − ω2)

(ω0
2 − ω2)2 + γ2ω2

+ i
γω̃2

pω

(ω0
2 − ω2)2 + γ2ω2

. (2.9)

It includes the plasma frequency as ω̃p=
√

ñe2

mε0
. Typically, the plasma frequency of

metals lies in the UV range. Noble metals such as gold and silver have lower plasma

frequencies which make them suitable for optical applications in the visible regime

[65].

Figure 2.4 shows the spectral dependence of real and imaginary parts of the

dielectric function of gold (Au) as a function of wavelength over the extended visible

range [58]. According to the free-electron model, we find that the real and imaginary

parts of the dielectric function are negative and positive, respectively. This leads to

a strong imaginary part of the refractive index [Im(n) = Im(
√
ε)] resulting in a low

penetration depth in the metal. According to the interband contribution, a strong

resonance behavior for the imaginary part is observed. On the other hand, the real

part of the dielectric function shows the dispersion-like behavior.

In the following, we explore the properties of SPPs in a planar interface between

two different media. Assuming that the first medium is characterized by a complex,

frequency-dependent dielectric function ε1(ω). The second medium has the real

dielectric function ε2(ω). The localization of SPPs at the interface is characterized

by electromagnetic fields decaying exponentially with increasing distance from the

interface. In the case of p-polarized waves (electric field vector parallel to the plane
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Figure 2.4: Real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function of gold. The spectral
trends for the real [Re(ε)] and imaginary [Im(ε)] parts of the dielectric function are
sketched for two different contributions. εDrude presents the free-electron contribution with
ωp = 13.8×1015 s−1 and Γ = 1.075×1014 s−1. εInterband represents the contribution from
the interband transitions. The spectra are obtained using parameters ω̃p = 45×1014 s−1,
γ= 9×1014 s−1, and ω0 = 2πc/λ0 with λ0 = 450 nm. Adopted from Ref. [58].

of incidence), the wavevector parallel to the interface will be conserved. The relation

between wavevector components of the two media with half-spaces j= 1 and j= 2

reads as

k2
x + k2

j,z = εjk
2, j = 1, 2. (2.10)

Here k = 2π
λ

and λ is the wavelength. Using Eq. 2.10 dispersion relation between

the wavevector and the angular frequency ω can be derived. Along the propagation

direction, the dispersion relation is given by

k2
x =

ε1ε2

ε1 + ε2

k2 =
ε1ε2

ε1 + ε2

ω2

c2
. (2.11)

A similar solution for the normal component of the wavevector can be obtained

k2
j,z =

ε2
j

ε1 + ε2

k2, j = 1, 2. (2.12)

Using Eq. 2.11 and Eq. 2.12, one can obtain the necessary conditions for the existence

of an interface mode. For the propagating (plane) waves along the interface, k2
x

should be real. According to Eq. 2.11, this condition can be fulfilled if the sum and

the product of the dielectric functions are either positive or negative. To obtain a

solution for the bound (evanescent) waves, the normal components of the wavevector

have to be purely imaginary in both media. Thus, the overall conditions for the
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existence of an interface mode are

ε1(ω) · ε2(ω) < 0 (2.13)

ε1(ω) + ε2(ω) < 0. (2.14)

The above inequalities signify that one of the dielectric functions must be negative

in order to launch the SPPs at the interface. For example, gold and silver have a

large negative real part together with a small imaginary part of ε. Therefore, at

the interface between any of these metals and a dielectric, localized SPP modes can

exist. These modes play a vital role in the near-field effects.

In Eq. 2.11 and 2.12, ε1 = ε′1 + iε′′1 and kx = k′x+ ik′′x are complex while ε2 is

assumed to be real. The real (k′x) and imaginary (k′′x) parts of kx can be determined

using Eq. 2.11.

k′x ≈

√
ε′1ε2

ε′1 + ε2

ω

c
, (2.15)

k′′x ≈

√
ε′1ε2

ε′1 + ε2

ε′′1ε2

2ε′1(ε′1 + ε2)

ω

c
. (2.16)

Using Eq. 2.15, we obtain the wavelength of the SPP as

λSPP =
2π

k′x
≈
√
ε1
′ + ε2

ε′1ε1

λ. (2.17)

The real part determines the wavelength of SPPs and the imaginary part gives the

propagation length along the interface and is responsible for an exponential damping

of the SPPs. The damping of the surface plasmon polaritons occurs due to the ohmic

losses of electrons which results in the metal heating. For λ=633 nm and ε2 =1, the

decay lengths in silver (ε1 =−18.2 + 0.5i) and gold (ε1 =−11.6 + 1.21i) are found to

be approx. 60 and 10 µm, respectively.

Excitation of surface plasmon polaritons

The excitation of surface plasmon polaritons requires fulfilling the energy and mo-

mentum conservations. For surface plasmons, at given energy ~ω, the wavevector kx

is larger than the wavevector of light in free space (Eq. 2.11). Due to strong coupling

between the light and surface charges, the excitation of SPPs requires a wavevector

component of the incident light which can be increased over its free-space. This

can be achieved by the evanescent waves created at the interface between a medium
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with refractive index larger than 1. There are various experimental arrangements

which demonstrate the optical excitation of SPPs [66–68]. In these configurations,

the SPPs are excited using the evanescent waves penetrating through the metal lay-

ers. In the near-field techniques, the evanescent fields are further enhanced using

the sub-wavelength structures such as metal nanoparticles or metallic probes. In the

close vicinity of the nanostructure, the excitation and propagation of SPPs lead to

a locally enhanced field collected and simultaneously measured during the scanning

over the sample.

2.4 Scanning near-field optical microscopy

The scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) is considered as one of the

valuable extensions of the classical optical microscopy. This technique is suitable for

surface studies on the mesoscopic scale where confined interactions of the local probe

(e.g. tip) with the specimen are employed. This section provides a brief overview of

the SNOM technique including its principle and instrumentation.

The conceptual idea proposed by Edward Synge in 1928 [69] has allowed us to

acquire nanoscale imaging by getting around the diffraction limit. His idea was to use

an opaque metallic plate with an illuminated aperture smaller than the wavelength

of the light for imaging sample surfaces with sub-wavelength resolution. If the

metal plate is placed in the close vicinity of the sample (less than 100 nm), the

spatial resolution will no longer be dependent on the wavelength of the light. The

first experimental validation of Synge’s idea was reported by Ash and Nicholls in

1972. In their experimental setup, microwave radiation with frequency of 10 GHz

(∼ 3 cm) was used to image an aluminum test pattern. With an aperture of 1.5 mm,

a resolution of better than λ/60 was reported [70]. The realization of the near-field

microscopy at optical frequencies was first demonstrated by Dieter W. Pohl [71].

The infrared scanning near-field optical microscopy (IR-SNOM) studies were also

carried out by Knoll et al.[72]. Since then, numerous versions of the SNOM have

been developed and used in a broad range of applications.

Based on the probe geometries, the SNOM is divided into two main configura-

tions: aperture based SNOM (a-SNOM) and apertureless SNOM.

Aperture based scanning near-field optical microscopy (a-SNOM)

Figure 2.5 illustrates the working principle of aperture based SNOM. In a-SNOM

configuration [73], the aperture probe with the diameter d (d� λ) is placed very
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Figure 2.5: Principle of the scanning near-field optical microscope. A laser-irradiated
aperture probe with diameter d�λ acts as a near-field source for the point objects sepa-
rated by the distance ∆x. When the point object is at a distance within ∼λ, the confined
source produces a propagating wave out of the evanescent field detectable in the far-field
regime. The mapping of the point object is obtained in the image plane where spatial
resolution is defined by the diameter of the tip (d).

close to the sample, i.e. two point objects placed at the distance ∆x from each

other. The incident light of wavelength λ is guided on the sample via an aperture

probe producing a localized source with a confined field distribution. The probe is

maintained in the near-field region of the sample by the local probing techniques

(e.g. STM, AFM) and scanned over the sample. During the scan, a clearly resolved

image in the form of distinguishable maxima is obtained in the image plane. In this

setup, the resolution ∆x is no longer restricted by the wavelength of light. Rather it

is determined by the characteristic length d of the probe (in this case probe diameter

d) and the probe-sample distance.

In a-SNOM setups, glass fiber based probe with a reflective coating material

(e.g. aluminum) is typically used [73–76]. The key advantage of aperture based

probes is to obtain the background-free imaging. However, these probes suffer from

low optical throughput. When the incident light passes through the aperture probe,

most of the propagating modes are cut off before reaching to the end of the aperture

[77]. Therefore, only a fraction of the incident intensity leaks out as evanescent

waves from the end of the aperture probe. Due to limited intensity interacting with

the sample, excitation and collection through the same aperture are avoided. The

near-field information is collected via conventional detectors placed in the far-field

region. Apart from fiber based probes, several other variants of the aperture based

probes have been developed. The geometry and fabrication process of such probes
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are discussed in Refs. [78–83].

Apertureless scanning near-field optical microscopy

Apertureless SNOM has been employed for a wide range of near-field optical mea-

surements [84, 85]. In this configuration, the aperture probe is replaced by a sharp

metallic tip. The main objective of apertureless SNOM is to overcome the intensity

limitations of the aperture probes.

In apertureless SNOM systems, a sharp metallic tip is irradiated with the exci-

tation light. The incident radiation is converted into a confined field between the

end of the tip and the sample in a spatial domain equivalent to the tip diame-

ter. The maximum field confinement is accomplished by aligning the polarization

parallel to the tip axis [111]. The tip is maintained in the near-field region and

raster scanned over the area of the sample under investigation. The confined energy

is then used to study the optical interactions in the near-field region. The local-

ized interactions are observed at each scanned point and are guided to the far-field

detector. This allows one to acquire the topography of the sample surface while

recording the optical response simultaneously. Since metal tips are much sharper

than the aperture based probes, one can achieve better spatial resolution. However,

one encounters a few challenges. A metal tip generates a huge far-field background,

thus a careful extraction of the near-field signals from the far-field background is

necessary [84, 86]. Also, the tip induces topography-based artifacts which require

more complex detection schemes [87].

The apertureless SNOM is categorized in two different operational modes. In

the local-scattering approach, the metallic tip is used to locally perturb the fields

of the laser-irradiated sample surface. The perturbation response is detected in the

far-field region which comprises the waves that propagate away from the sample

(propagating waves) and remain confined to the sample surface (evanescent waves).

The scattering-type configurations typically have a high signal-to-noise ratio; how-

ever the scattering efficiency is very sensitive to the mechanical coupling of the tip

and the sample which largely depends on the tip-sample separation. This sensitivity

to the mechanical coupling complicates the data analysis and the derivation of the

true optical contrast. Another mode is known as local-excitation mode where the ex-

citation fields are confined at the tip apex locally. Using the appropriate excitation

and polarization conditions, the fields near the tip apex can be strongly enhanced

[88, 89]. In this approach, the measurements depend sensitively on the magnitude

of the enhanced fields. This mode is commonly used in the tip-enhanced SNOM
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applications.

A key component of the apertureless SNOM system is the metal tip. The tips

are mostly crafted from solid wires using electrochemical etching method. This

is one of the frequently used methods to fabricate the tips with high aspect ratio

and better reproducibility. Electrochemically etched tips with diameters ranging

between 10 and 50 nm have been reported in several publications [90–92]. There are

numerous other tip designs which have been fabricated and used in different SNOM

configurations. A few interesting apertureless tips are briefly discussed in subsection

3.3.3.



Chapter 3

TERS - principles and

instrumentation

This chapter is aimed to summarize the essential elements of the TERS setup.

Section 3.1 begins with an introduction to the conventional Raman spectroscopy.

Section 3.2 discusses the working principles of TERS with the key focus on different

enhancement mechanisms and their appropriate expressions. It is followed by an

overview of various numerical methods that have been utilized to study the role

of different parameters contributing to the overall enhancement factor. Section 3.3

succinctly describes crucial components of a TERS instrument.

3.1 Raman spectroscopy

The Raman effect, named after C. V. Raman, was co-discovered by Krishnan and

Raman [93] and Landsberg and Mandelstam [94]. Raman spectroscopy is an in-

stantaneous process in which an incident photon with the characteristic energy ~ωi,

momentum ki, and polarization ei interacts with the target sample. Most of the pho-

tons are scattered elastically, the so-called Rayleigh scattering. Typically, a fraction

of about 10−13 of the interacting photons is inelastically scattered from the sample.

The energy ~ωs and momentum ks of inelastically scattered photons are finally an-

alyzed. In this process, the energy Ω and momentum q remain in the system by

satisfying the conservation laws of energy and momentum.

An inelastic scattering process from any sample is accompanied by a transition

from an initial state |I〉 to a final state |F 〉 via a virtual state |ν〉. These transitions

are categorized in two different processes as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. In the anti-

Stokes process, the scattered photon is blue-shifted where the final state |F 〉 has

19
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(a) Anti-Stokes process                          (b) Stokes process

Figure 3.1: Raman scattering processes in the form of energy level diagrams: (a) Anti-
Stokes process with an excitation annihilated in the sample resulting in the blue-shifted
scattered photons. (b) Stokes process with an excitation created in the sample resulting in
the red-shifted scattered photons. The incident and scattered photons are characterized
by (ki, ωi, ei) and (ks, ωs, es), respectively. Here k, ω, and e define the momentum, energy,
and the complex polarization vector, respectively.

lower energy than the initial state |I〉. On the other hand, when the scattered

photon exhibits a red-shift, this process is termed as the Stokes process. In this

process, the final state |F 〉 is higher in energy than the initial state |I〉.
In the Raman process, high energies and small momenta are transferred to the

system due to the dispersion nature of light, and the momentum of the probed

excitation is close to zero (i.e. q≈ 0). A sketch of a Raman spectrum is displayed

in Fig. 3.2. In this spectrum, the number of scattered photons Is(Ω) is plotted

as a function of the Raman shift Ω denoted in the units of wavenumber (cm−1).

Anti-Stokes

Rayleigh peak

Stokes

I(Ω)

ΩΩ2-Ω1-Ω2 Ω10

Figure 3.2: A Raman spectrum with different excitations. The Raman intensity I(Ω) is
plotted as a function of the Raman shift (Ω). The peak at Ω = 0 originates from elastically
scattered light. The Stokes (Ω> 0) lines have higher intensity in comparison to the anti-
Stokes (Ω< 0) lines.
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The peak positioned at Ω=0 originates from the elastically scattered photons. The

inelastic processes are shown on either side of the incident energy and labeled Ω1 and

Ω2. The anti-Stokes peaks (Ω<0) have the same energy but are lower in intensity

in comparison to the Stokes peaks (Ω > 0). The relation between the Stokes and

the anti-Stokes spectra is given by the principle of detailed balance which has the

following form:
IAS

IST

=

(
ωi + Ω

ωi − Ω

)2

exp

(
− ~Ω

kBT

)
, (3.1)

where IAS and IST are the rates of photons in the anti-Stokes and the Stokes pro-

cesses, respectively. kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.

In conventional Raman spectroscopy, the information averaged over the sampled

volume depends on the penetration depth of light and the diffraction-limited illumi-

nated area of the incident laser. Because of the diffraction limit, the lateral resolution

cannot be better than about half a wavelength of the excitation laser. Moreover, the

typically small cross sections make the observation of Raman signals very difficult in

the nano-scale samples because of the reduced interactions. Tip-enhanced Raman

spectroscopy (TERS) emerged as a novel spectroscopy method which provides access

to the physical, chemical, and dynamical properties on a nanometer length scale.

This technique exhibits a very high sensitivity with high spatial resolution down to

the sub-nanometer range [32] which has led to its applications in a wide spectrum of

fields such as chemistry [32, 95], material science [96, 97], surface science [98], and

biology [99–101].

3.2 Working principles of TERS

TERS follows the same principles of operation as surface-enhanced Raman spec-

troscopy (SERS) [102–104]. The SERS system consists of assemblies of the molecules

absorbed either on a roughened metal surface or a colloidal suspension of metal

(e.g. gold, silver). The overall enhancement of SERS is estimated by averaging the

enhancement obtained from the individual assemblies of the molecules. Despite

the higher sensitivity, conventional SERS has certain limitations especially with re-

gards to the substrates made of noble metals such as gold, silver, and copper [105]

and the dependence of the total degree of surface enhancement on the interaction

between absorbed molecules and substrate material [24]. TERS circumvents the

above-mentioned restrictions of SERS by incorporating a metal tip, which is used

to exploit the near-field effects by enhancing the electric field of the incoming laser.
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Figure 3.3: Working principle of TERS. When light (green) is focused on the tip apex, the
excited surface plasmon and the antenna effect of the tip leads to an enhanced signal (red)
which is collected by far-field detector. The sample and its topographic image are depicted
in grey. The spectroscopic image is indicated in orange. In the inset, the electric field
distribution around the metal tip apex is shown. Here, E and k represent the polarization
and direction of the laser beam, respectively.

In contrast to SERS, TERS is capable to operate on any type of surface.

The working principle of a TERS system is depicted in Fig. 3.3. TERS is based

on an apertureless SNOM configuration which integrates Raman spectroscopy and

scanning probe microscopy (SPM). As discussed in the section 2.4, a metal tip is

utilized to amplify the Raman signals from the confined area of the sample. Using

the TERS configuration, spectroscopic and topographic information can be overlaid

and interpreted simultaneously. Since TERS uses a tip as opposed to SERS for the

enhancement, the enhanced signal can be attributed to the sub-wavelength areas of

the sample under investigation.
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3.2.1 Enhancement mechanisms

The enhancement mechanisms play a prominent role in any TERS system since

the sensitivity and the resolution of the system are mainly interpreted in terms of

measured enhancement [106]. The enhancement mechanisms for TERS are divided

into two segments: the electromagnetic enhancement [107, 108] and the chemical

enhancement [109, 110]. The most significant contribution to the overall TERS

enhancement comes from the electromagnetic (EM) effects. These effects are usually

categorized as (a) the lightning rod effect and (b) the surface plasmon effect.

The lightning rod effect

The lightning rod effect [111, 112] is a geometric phenomenon where electric charges

are spatially confined at the surface of a conducting material. In TERS config-

urations, this effect takes place at the tip apex where the radius of curvature of

the tip is much smaller than the wavelength of the excitation light. The lightning

rod effect is a non-resonant effect which does not depend on the excitation wave-

length. In TERS systems, the variation in the local fields (spatial confinement) due

to the lighting rod effect has been studied mainly for two polarization states. The

p-polarized state where the electric field vector of the light is parallel to the plane

of incidence (along the tip axis) and the s-polarization state where the electric field

vector is perpendicular to the tip axis.

When a sharp metallic tip is irradiated with the polarized light parallel to the

tip axis, free electrons of the tip undergo induced surface charge oscillations [29].

Due to the geometrical singularity of the tip apex, the surface charge density is

drastically increased underneath the tip. Thus, a strong and circumscribed electric

field is generated at the end of the tip. The magnitude of the confined field is directly

proportional to the tip radius. On the contrary, a tip apex illuminated with the s-

polarized light remains uncharged due to non-localized field distributed around the

edges of the tip shaft [58, 111].

Surface plasmon effect

As discussed in section 2.3, surface plasmons can be generated on the surface of

the tip apex, when the wavelength of the incident light coincides with the plasma

resonance of the tip material. The surface plasmons are wavelength-dependent os-

cillations which play a vital role in the enhancement of the TERS system. Although

surface plasmon excitations have been observed for several metals, silver and gold
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metals are usually preferred for TERS applications. Silver tips are better for the

blue-green excitation sources whereas gold tips are mostly suited for the yellow-

red laser sources [113]. Typically, the silver tips show higher field enhancement

[114]. The dielectric function of silver has a smaller imaginary part which leads to

decreased losses arising due to the optical absorption.

Chemical enhancement

The chemical enhancement described by Lombardi et al. [110] suggests that the

resonance between the excitation light and the metal tip can induce a charge transfer

between the molecular samples and the tip. In order to facilitate charge transfer,

the tip has to be in direct contact with the sample. The chemical enhancement

contributes on a smaller scale to the overall TERS enhancement with enhancement

factors typically on the order of 10 - 100 [115]. This mechanism is mostly effective

for molecular systems deposited on the metallic substrates.

3.2.2 Enhancement factor

The feasibility of TERS instruments largely depend on the extent of obtained en-

hancement which is expressed in terms of the enhancement factor. There are sev-

eral ideas proposed in the literature [24, 116, 117] for a precise estimation of the

enhancement factor. Here, we explore some of the important formalisms since these

formalisms will be useful to interpret the performance of our system, especially while

measuring thick samples such as silicon.

In TERS, the Raman enhancement factor scales with the fourth power of the

field enhancement. This is due to the fact that the total enhancement is the result

of the contributions from the enhanced excitation as well as the amplification of

the scattered light [106, 118]. Experimentally, the TERS enhancement factor is

estimated by deriving the contrast between the near- and far-field signals. The

contrast (C) is defined as the ratio between the Raman intensities of near- and

far-fields [25, 119].

C =
Inear−field

Ifar−field

. (3.2)

In TERS operation, the tip is placed in close proximity of the sample. Thus, the

signals detected by the far-field detector not only contain the near-field information,

but also consist of a far-field contribution in the form of background signals. Taking

into account the far-field contributions, the near-field intensity can be defined as the
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difference between the Raman intensities obtained with tip-in and tip-out modes

[28, 36, 95]. This leads to a modified expression of the contrast as

C =
Inear−field

Ifar−field

=
Itip−in − Itip−out

Itip−out

=
Itip−in

Itip−out

− 1. (3.3)

Here Itip−in and Itip−out are the intensities during approach and retraction of the

tip with respect to the sample surface, respectively. Now, one can derive the en-

hancement factor (EF ) using the above definition of the contrast (Eq. 3.3). Since

the interaction volumes in near- and far-field configurations are considerably differ-

ent, the normalized signals have to be taken into account. An expression for the

enhancement factor in the form of contrast is given by

EF = C × Vfar−field

Vnear−field

=

(
Itip−in

Itip−out

− 1

)
Vfar−field

Vnear−field

, (3.4)

where the first term in the bracket is the direct measurable contrast, Vnear−field and

Vfar−field are the volumes probed in near- and far-field configurations, respectively.

Further expansion of Eq. 3.4 can be realized by defining the volumes probed by the

near- and far-field sources. The focal volumes of the individual fields read

Vnear−field = R2
nf · π · δnf , (3.5)

Vfar−field = R2
ff · π · δff . (3.6)

Here R2
nf and R2

ff are the radii of the illuminated areas, and δnf and δff represent

the penetration depths for the near- and far-field regions, respectively. Consider-

ing different volume contributions, we get another expression for the enhancement

factor.

EF =

(
Itip−in

Itip−out

− 1

)(
R2

ff

R2
nf

)(
δff

δnf

)
. (3.7)

Eq. 3.7 is specifically valid for the estimation of the enhancement factor of thick

samples such as silicon. For a sufficiently thin sample, one can assume approximately

equal penetration depths (δff ∼ δnf). Using the above formula (Eq. 3.7), Steidtner

and Pettinger estimated the enhancement factor for a monolayer of brilliant cresyl

blue (BCB) molecules deposited on a single crystalline gold surface. The contrast

and enhancement factor reported were 3900 and ∼ 1.6×106, respectively [23].

According to the generalized formulae discussed in this subsection, the overall

enhancement depends on the parameters which are not precisely measurable, i.e.
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tip radius, focal area of the incident laser, penetration depths of the near- and

far-fields. This could result in substantial over- or underestimation of the TERS

enhancement. Roy et al. [120] and Kumar et al. [121] have proposed different

methodologies to precisely estimate the TERS enhancement factors. However, the

use of specific samples (e.g. single-wall carbon nanotubes, bi-layer systems) restricts

the general use of the proposed methods. In general, a good evaluation of the TERS

enhancement can only be done by estimating the spectroscopic contrast and the

field confinement (i.e. illuminated area, penetration depth). Hence, these quantities

are of much practical relevance for the enhancement factor.

3.2.3 TERS enhancement - A theoretical consideration

To understand the underlying physical behavior of the TERS enhancement, a sys-

tematic study of different variables such as tip material, tip geometry, and tip-

substrate configuration is instrumental. In this context, several numerical simula-

tions studies have been performed in order to quantify the effects of various param-

eters on the enhancement. Moreover, these investigations can further be utilized

as a reference for the design of a TERS system with high efficiency. Some of the

frequently used simulation methods include finite difference time domain method

(FDTD) [118, 122, 123], finite element method (FEM) [124, 125], and multiple mul-

tipole method (MMP) [111]. In this subsection, simulation studies of a few important

parameters are presented.

Tip geometry

The optical response of a metal tip depends largely on its geometrical parameters

such as tip length and shape. Figure 3.4 presents the finite element method (FEM)

results of the dependence of the electric field enhancement on the curvature radius

of a silver tip [125]. For all tip radii, resonance peaks close to 350 nm are observed,

which essentially appear due to the plasmonic excitations. The spectra in the red

and IR regimes are dominated by the lightning-rod effect. An increase of the surface

charge density at the tip apex becomes prominent for sharper tips leading to a

remarkable gain in the enhancement. The field enhancement is also found to be

sharply increasing with the decrease of the tip radius. The effects of other parameters

such as tip length and cone angle were also studied in the same report. The short

truncated tips with length ranging between 200 and 500 nm are observed to produce

better enhancement in comparison to longer tips (1000 - 3000 nm length) due to the
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Figure 3.4: Simulations of silver tips using the finite element method (FEM). It shows
the spectral variation of the localized electric field enhancement for different tip radii as
indicated. For the simulations, the tip angles and tip lengths are kept constant. Adopted
from Ref. [125].

excitation of the localized plasmon resonance. In the case of cone angle, the tip

having a larger cone angle (≈ 25◦) produces a slightly higher field enhancement in

the IR regime.

Tip-substrate configuration

Figure 3.5 depicts the 3D-FDTD simulations of a canonical gold tip. First, we inves-

tigate the optical response of the gold tip when used with and without substrate. As

illustrated in Fig. 3.5 (a) and (b), the monochromatic plane wave of λ= 632.8 nm is

focused on a gold tip (r = 25 nm) at an angle of incidence of 60◦. Substrate-dependent

studies show that the field enhancement can be greatly improved by introducing a

plasmon-active substrate. The maximum field enhancement for the gold tip-gold

substrate configuration is about 189, which is 9 times higher than the field en-

hancement obtained with a gold tip alone. Here, the maximum field enhancement

is defined as the ratio of the local field (Eloc) and the incoming field (Ein). These

results indicate that the coupling effect between the tip and the substrate plays a

decisive role in the obtained enhancement.

In Fig. 3.5 (c), spectral characteristics of the dependence of the electric field

enhancement on the tip-substrate separation are shown. The coupling between the

tip and the substrate is found to be very sensitive to the tip-substrate separation.
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Figure 3.5: FDTD simulations of a gold tip in different configurations. The electric field
distribution for a certain polarization state E and wave vector k for (a) a single gold tip (b)
a gold tip and a gold substrate held at the distance of 2 nm is shown. (c) Dependence of
the total field enhancement on the tip-sample distance. (d) Maximum field enhancement
as a function of tip radius. Variation in the spatial resolution of TERS with respect to
different tip radii is shown in the inset. Taken from Ref. [126].

When the tip-substrate distance is altered from 1 to 5 nm, the TERS enhancement

decays by more than 90%. The maximum increase in the local field enhancement

(M), enhancement intensity (M2), and TERS enhancement (M4) are observed when

the tip-substrate distance was fixed to 2 nm.

In the following paragraph, we discuss the dependence of the enhancement fac-

tor and spatial resolution on the tip diameter. As illustrated in Fig. 3.5 (d), no

significant variation in the field enhancement was observed for the tip radii ranging

between 10 and 75 nm. However, for a smaller tip radius (r = 5 nm) the enhancement

increases rapidly due to field line crowding (i.e. lightning rod effect) as discussed

in subsection 3.2.1. Here the rapid increase in the enhancement originates from the

strong confinement of the surface charge density which depends only on the radius of

the tip. On the other hand, the spatial resolution is found to be strongly dependent

on the tip diameter as shown in the inset of Fig. 3.5 (d). The field distribution cor-

responding to a tip radius of 5 nm shows the highest spatial resolution. The spatial
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resolution can be estimated as directly proportional to the tip radius.

In summary, the theoretical calculations predict that the TERS enhancement is

very sensitive to the geometrical parameters of the tip. Using various simulations one

can effectively tune the parameters in order to achieve the maximum enhancement

using any TERS system.

3.3 Key components of a TERS setup

In this section, we explore some important optical configurations, scanning probe

techniques, and the probe designs which are essential for the development of our

TERS setup.

3.3.1 Optical configurations

Depending on the opacity of the samples, several optical configurations have been

used in various TERS systems. The main optical configurations include bottom

illumination [25, 26, 28, 34, 127, 128], side illumination [27, 35, 95, 116, 129], and

top illumination configurations [36, 130, 131]. Figure 3.6 represents the schematics of

different optical configurations utilized in TERS systems so far. In all these optical

arrangements, glass objectives are used. The glass objective based geometries are

not appropriate for our customized setup, since these objectives cannot easily be

used in ultra-high vacuum and low temperature applications. Our TERS setup uses

a parabolic mirror as an objective. Therefore, in this subsection we focus on the

TERS systems based on parabolic mirrors.

Parabolic mirror based setup

The imaging properties of a parabolic mirror having a high numerical aperture (NA)

were first demonstrated for confocal microscopy [132]. Since then, parabolic mirrors

have been used in numerous optical applications. In the context of TERS, the

deployment of the parabolic mirror as a focusing element was recently described [23,

37, 133]. The parabolic mirror configuration, in general, has several advantages over

the conventional refractive objectives. A high precision parabolic mirror can focus

the incoming beams to one point without any aberration beyond diffraction. Due

to the high NA of the parabolic mirror, the solid angle within which the scattered

light is collected is significantly larger and reaches the theoretical limit of 2π in ideal

configurations. This results in optimal focusing and minimal spot size. However,
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Figure 3.6: Different illumination and detection geometries for TERS systems. (a) A
bottom illumination setup suitable for the transparent samples. (b) Side illumination and
(c) Top illumination geometries which are appropriate for the opaque samples. (d) The
parabolic mirror based geometry is a special configuration, which replaces the conventional
glass objectives in the top illumination.

aberrations such as coma and astigmatism make the alignment procedure critical;

the laser beam must be exactly parallel to the optical axis of the parabolic mirror

[132].

The TERS configuration based on an on-axis parabolic mirror was first demon-

strated by Steidtner and Pettinger [23]. In their setup, a high numerical aperture

(NA = 1) parabolic mirror corresponding to a solid angle Ω = 2π was incorporated

for TERS measurements in UHV conditions. The sample surface was oriented per-

pendicular to the optical axis of the parabolic mirror. With radially polarized light

[132, 134, 135], a minimal focal spot with an exceptionally large longitudinal com-

ponent of the electric field was produced. The tip was brought closer to the center

of the focus through a hole in the parabolic mirror via a tuning fork based feedback

system. Due to a small hole at the top of the parabolic mirror, a minor fraction

of the signals was lost [see Fig. 3.6 (d)]. The successful implementation of TERS

experiments in UHV conditions has further extended the applicability of TERS
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instruments in extreme conditions (i.e. low temperature).

Our optical concept uses one half of a paraboloid and is intended to be used for

low-temperature applications. The setup is described in section 4.3 in detail.

3.3.2 Scanning probe microscopy (SPM)

Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) is a generic term which includes a wide vari-

ety of techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning tunneling mi-

croscopy (STM), magnetic force microscopy (MFM), and friction force microscopy

(FFM). Owing to the enhancement dependence on the tip-sample distance (subsec-

tion 3.2.3), a high accuracy distance control is necessary for TERS measurements.

SPM feedback systems have accuracy required for distance control. In addition,

SPM techniques could be used to independently locate the area of interest on the

sample such as twin boundaries and defects. This subsection briefly recalls the fun-

damental operations of STM and AFM as both these techniques have been employed

in our setup.

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)

The development of SPM started with the invention of scanning tunneling mi-

croscopy in 1982 by G. Binning and H. Röhrer at the IBM laboratories, Switzerland

[136, 137]. Besides surface imaging with the spatial resolution down to atomic scale

[138, 139], it has been used for various other applications such as study of super-

conductivity [140–144] and magnetic properties of new materials [145, 146]. Other

applications of STM include molecular manipulation [147, 148], strength measure-

ments of individual chemical bonds [149], chemical identification of atoms [150], and

many other phenomena down to sub-nanometer scale.

The working principle of STM is depicted in Fig. 3.7 (a) where a metallic tip is

utilized to obtain the topography of the sample surface. An atomically sharp tip

is brought to within a few Å of the sample (conductor or semiconductor) using a

three-dimensional piezoelectric positioner. A bias voltage is applied between the

metallic tip and the conducting sample which leads to a tunneling current. The

tunneling current depends exponentially on the tip-sample separation. The tip is

scanned in the x-y plane above the sample. The distance between tip and sample is

controlled by an actuator (Z). The scanning information is obtained by monitoring

the current as a function of the position of the tip to construct a topographic image

of the sample.
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Figure 3.7: Schematic view of the working principle of an STM with the key operational
modes. (a) A combination of the tip and the sample for the tunneling based imaging. (b)
Constant-current STM mode. (c) Constant-height STM mode. Figures are acquired from
Ref. [143]

The STM operates in two different modes: In constant-current mode [Fig. 3.7 (b)],

a feedback loop is used to keep the tunneling current constant by adjusting the height

of the scanner. Whenever the system detects a variation in the tunneling current,

a feedback loop adjusts the piezo voltage to alter the distance between the tip and

the sample. This mode is capable of measuring irregular surfaces with a very high

precision. However, in this mode, scanning is slow and limited by the bandwidth

of the feedback loop. In constant-height mode [Fig. 3.7 (c)], the vertical position of

the tip is kept constant, equivalent to a slow or disabled feedback. The tip scans

in a horizontal direction above the sample surface and the tunneling current varies

depending on the local electronic properties of the sample. This mode is only ap-

propriate for atomically flat surfaces as otherwise the tip may crash.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

The development of atomic force microscopy was triggered by the limitation of STM

to conducting samples. The first idea of AFM was developed by G. Binnig, C. F.

Quate, and C. Gerber in 1986 [151]. Since then, AFM is used as a routine imaging

tool in many disciplines.

The working principle of AFM is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.8. A can-

tilever, typically made of silicon (Si) or silicon nitride (Si3N4) with a tip radius of a
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Figure 3.8: Working principle of conventional atomic force microscope (AFM) based on
the laser detection scheme. Taken from Ref. [152]

few nanometers is brought sufficiently close to a surface to allow interatomic forces

between tip and sample to be detected. The tip-sample interactions are studied in

the form of attractive or repulsive forces. These forces are responsible for the dis-

placement of the free-end of the cantilever. The cantilever reflects a laser beam onto

a photo detector which traces the deflections of the cantilever during the scanning.

These deflections are further used to map a topographic image of the sample.

AFM has three different modes of operation. In contact-mode AFM, the tip

is brought in physical contact with the sample. Due to the overlap of electronic

orbitals, exchange interactions between the tip and the sample give rise to predom-

inant repulsive forces. In intermittent or tapping-mode AFM, a cantilever is driven

at its fundamental resonance frequency. The variations of the oscillation amplitude

are monitored to image the topography of the sample. In the non-contact mode,

long range interactions (van der Waals and electrostatic forces) between the tip and

the sample are responsible for acquiring the surface image. Since the tip-sample

distance is larger for this mode, the area of interaction is minimized thus enabling

atomic resolution.

Tuning fork based atomic force microscopy

Conventional AFM uses a cantilever-based optical detection where deflections of the

laser are monitored using a location-sensitive photo detector. In the near-field optics,

however, optical detection could obstruct with the observation of weaker near-field

signals. Another version of AFM equipped with a tuning fork is often utilized in
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Figure 3.9: Tuning fork based feedback system in two different configurations. (a) Tapping
(intermittent) mode. (b) Shear-force mode.

various near-field applications [153–155]. In this feedback system, a quartz tuning

fork is used to regulate the sample-tip distance whose mechanical properties such as

resonance frequency and Q-factor depend upon the interaction between the tip and

sample [156]. In such systems, a tuning fork is mechanically excited at its resonance

frequency and subsequently monitored for changes in frequency and oscillations

amplitude. The oscillations of the tuning fork induce surface charges picked up

by the electrodes and measured electronically. Typically, the resonance frequency

of the quartz tuning fork is in the range of 30 -100 kHz. A metal tip, commonly

prepared using an electrochemical etching method is glued to one of the prongs of

the tuning fork. As soon as the tip starts to approach the sample, the amplitude of

the oscillations is reduced. While scanning, variation of the oscillating amplitude is

measured at each mapped point to construct an image of the sample.

The tuning fork based AFM systems are categorized in two experimental config-

urations: tapping (intermittent) mode and shear-force mode. Figure 3.9 (a) shows

a tuning fork based feedback system in tapping mode. It includes a tuning fork

with a glued metal tip oscillating perpendicular to the sample surface. In TERS

systems, the implementation of tapping mode configuration is very complex. In this

mode, the tip repeatedly engages and disengages (on-off condition) with the sample

surface leading to poor stability and accuracy of the tip position. Due to signifi-

cant variations in the tip-sample distance, the near-field information is remarkably

diminished. To overcome this issue, Ichimura et al. [157] proposed the idea to use
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a time-gated illumination technique where the tip-sample arrangement is selectively

illuminated only for a specific tip-sample distance. The tip oscillations and time gate

are synchronized for a pre-selected tip-sample distance. Our custom-made TERS

setup is also based on the tapping mode configuration. The detailed explanation

can be found in section 4.6.

Another variant based on the principles of shear-force is depicted in Fig. 3.9 (b).

In this configuration, a metal tip attached to one of the prongs of the tuning fork

oscillates parallel to the sample surface. The feedback system maintains constant

distance between the tip and the sample similar to the contact mode AFM. This

system is advantageous for the TERS operation due to the constant distance between

the tip and the sample which results in a consistent enhancement over the entire

sample surface [23, 31, 37, 158].

3.3.3 TERS tips

This subsection briefly discusses various types of tips that have been used for TERS.

As a tip material, silver and gold are typically used. Regardless of dominant

plasmonic response of the silver tips [113], gold tips are usually preferred. The

gold tips are chemically inert and stable in ambient conditions. On the other hand,

silver tips are very sensitive and can easily be oxidized in air. Thus, silver tips are

required to be kept in the inert gas atmosphere and should be used immediately

after preparation [159].

There are primarily two techniques for fabricating TERS tips. The fabrication

technique depends largely on the feedback scheme incorporated in TERS system

[160]. TERS assemblies with a cantilever-based AFM rely on metal coated tips

[25, 35, 95, 123]. However, metal coating forms a granular surface resulting in

inhomogeneous field enhancement. Also, it increases the diameter of the tip apex

which affects the spatial resolution significantly. Prior to the deposition of the

metal film, coating an AFM tip with materials of lower refractive indices such as

SiO2 and AlF3 have shown promising improvements in the yield and the obtained

enhancement [161, 162].

For TERS systems equipped with either STM or tuning fork based AFM metal

tips are used. The tips are mostly fabricated by a simple, reliable, and cost-effective

electrochemical etching method. The electrochemically etched silver [163–166] and

gold tips [167–170] with a radius of curvature down to 5 nm have been fabricated

and used in various TERS instruments. The electrochemical etching has proven

advantageous for producing sufficient quality of the tips. However, fabrication of the
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Figure 3.10: SEM micrographs of various tip geometries. (a) A tip with attached single
metal nanoparticle. (b) A Gold trimer tip consists of three nanoparticles with different
diameters. (c) A Bow-tie tip with a very small feed-through gap. (d) A sharp tip with the
grating-like structures on the tip apex allowing a background-free illumination. (e) The
coaxial tip, forming a metal-insulator-metal slit. (f1, f2) The gold nanocones.

uniform tips with a constant radius in a reproducible manner remains a challenge.

In the following, we explain some of the specialized tip designs which could be

interesting for the future. Figure 3.10 (a) shows one of the non-standard tips where a

single spherical nano particle is attached to the tip apex [171]. In this tip geometry,

single gold or silver nanoparticle is attached using the particle picking method [171–

173]. This design is capable of reproducing the enhancement, however the spatial

resolution is limited which is governed by the size of the attached nanoparticle. In

a similar context, Novotny et al. [174] demonstrated a trimer probe as shown in

Fig. 3.10 (b). In this probe, three gold nanospheres with the diameters of 80, 40,

and 20 nm are attached vertically. The field enhancement is confined to the smallest

attached particle allowing one to achieve better resolution.

Schuck and co-workers [175] introduced a bow-tie probe having a two-particle
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structure. This special antenna is made of two metallic nanotriangles facing tip to

tip and separated by a small gap forming a shape of the miniature bowtie. A bowtie

probe [Fig. 3.10 (c)] is fabricated either by e-beam lithography [175] or focused ion

beam milling [176]. These tips are well known for their broadband performance.

Another probe design based on the adiabatic plasmons was reported by Berweger et

al. [177]. This probe was mainly designed for the complete elimination or maximal

reduction of the far-field background. This is achieved by utilizing the propagation

properties of the surface plasmons via nonlocal excitation. In the TERS experi-

ments, a grating-coupler was used to launch the surface plasmons on the gold tip

[Fig. 3.10 (d)].

Another probe variant known as coaxial antenna was demonstrated by Weber-

Bargioni et al. for measuring carbon nanotubes grown on fused silica [178]. This

specialized tip [Fig. 3.10 (e)] is composed of a metal-insulator-metal slit, which yields

the low-loss propagation of the optical frequencies. The gold nanocones shown in

Fig. 3.10 (f1 - f2)] are other promising candidate for near-field applications [179]. An

individually engineered nanocone has a tip radius on the order of 10 nm. Using

these probes, one can adjust the plasmon resonance frequency by varying the cone

size in a controlled fashion.

All these specialized tips could play a promising role in achieving higher field

enhancement with better spatial resolution. However, their sophisticated fabrication

requires extraordinary special facilities for optimal results.



Chapter 4

Development of the customized

TERS setup

This chapter describes details of the customized TERS setup part of which was

developed during this PhD thesis. It comprises details of the instrumental layout

including its unique optical geometry, the experimental setup, the fabrication of the

tips, and a presentation of test measurements.

4.1 Instrument layout

A photograph of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.1. The 4He UHV cryostat

and all novel optical elements are assembled and mounted on an optical breadboard

on top of the optical table supported by vibration isolators. These isolators (New-

port, S - 2000 stabilizer) have a hybrid chamber design to maximize the isolation

bandwidth and the stability. This is one of the pre-requisites to perform high preci-

sion, vibration-sensitive measurements. The system is equipped with a cryogenically

pumped UHV cryostat (Janis Research, CNDT series) for the low temperature mea-

surements. The design of the cryostat is optimized for a short pumping time thus

facilitating a fast sample exchange. At the bottom of the cryostat, three flanges

with glass windows are available. The central flange provides optical access to the

parabolic mirror and one of the side flanges is used for illuminating the sample.

The cryostat can reach a minimal pressure of 10−8 mbar and has an accessible

temperature range of 10 K ≤ T ≤ 300 K. The vacuum chamber is evacuated by

a turbo pumping station (Pfeiffer Vacuum, HiCube 80 Eco series). In order to

accelerate the pumping speed, the chamber is flushed with dry nitrogen (N2) gas.

An appropriate nitrogen flushing setup combines a hydrosorb gas purifier cartridge

38
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Figure 4.1: Photograph of the TERS laboratory in its current state. On the right hand
side, the cryostat and the optics mounted on a breadboard are shown. On the left hand
side, the electronic control unit is shown.

and a particle filter. This setup has been installed at the back of the cryostat and

successfully tested. The base pressure was 10−5 mbar without filling in LHe. To

achieve a better vacuum the cryostat may be baked prior to pumping.

A photo of the microscope unit along with the inner optical components in the

open cryostat is presented in Fig. 4.2. The microscope unit is assembled on the base

plate and is fixed to the cryostat in an upside down position. A side view picture of

the microscopic head being located at the bottom of the cryostat is shown in Fig. 4.3.

The microscope head accommodates a parabolic mirror and the scanning probe unit.

The scanning probe unit consists of separate piezo stacks (positioners and scanners)

for the sample and the tip, temperature sensors, sample plate, and tuning fork

holder. The sample plate is attached to a slider which can easily be removed from

the housing unit. The metallic contacts of the tuning fork are soldered on a printed

circuit board (PCB). The tip is vertically glued to one of the prongs of the tuning

fork and is perpendicular to the sample surface. All control units are assembled

in the electronics rack (designed and assembled by attocube systems) next to the

cryostat and can be accessed by the user-friendly computer program ’Daisy’.

The bottom part of the cryostat is attached to a base plate equipped with a
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Figure 4.2: Microscope in the open cryostat. A base plate of the microscope is fixed to
the cryostat. The parabolic mirror and the piezo stacks are located in the middle. Parts
of the Köhler illumination setup (a plano-convex lens and a mirror) are shown on the left
hand side.
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Figure 4.3: A side view picture of the microscope head (attocube systems) including the
parabolic mirror and the SPM elements. Note that the picture is an upside down view
of Fig. 4.2. The incident laser beam (green) is shown schematically. The tuning fork
for scanning probe microscopy is mounted on stack 1 below the beam and the fork is
parallel to the sample. With stack 2 the sample surface can be moved into the focus of the
parabolic mirror. The coordinate system refers to laboratory system and is used to denote
the polarizations of the laser beam outside the cryostat. The axis of the laser beam, the
optical axis of the parabolic mirror, and the z-direction are parallel to each other.
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height adjustment unit. This plate can be moved up and down in a controlled

fashion with a precision of approximately 10µm in order to compensate for the

thermal contraction of the parts inside the cryostat upon cooling. Apart from the

vertical adjustments, all the other adjustments need to be done via outer optics.

4.2 Experimental setup

A schematic drawing of the experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 4.4. We use two

different diode-pumped solid state (DPSS) lasers emitting either at 532 nm (Coher-

ent sapphire SF 523) or 660 nm (Laser Quantum, Ignis - FS 660). The laser heads

are mounted on interchangeable base plates. The lasers emit vertically polarized

light. Using a Glan-Thompson polarizer (P1) the laser power can be adjusted and

the required polarization state of the incident photons can be preselected.

P1

L1
S1
L2

cryostat

optical flat

spectrometer

CCD

M1

M4

laser

fiber entranceS2 L3 F1 L4

parabolic mirror
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Figure 4.4: Ray diagram of our customized setup displaying the Raman light path and
parts of Köhler illumination (M3, O2). Details are explained in the text.

After the polarizer P1 the beam is spatially filtered, and expanded to a diameter

of approximately 6 mm resulting in a beam divergence of 2×10−4 mrad. The beam

diameter is limited by the optical flat and the diameter of the parabolic mirror.

According to Zemax simulations, the beam diameter can maximally be extended to

6.2 mm in order to avoid interference [180].

The spatial filter system consists of a set of achromatic lenses [L1, f1 = 10 mm

and L2, f2 = 60 mm] and a circular aperture S1 (∅=30 µm). The laser beam is
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directed to the optical flat via a dielectric mirror M1. The optical flat splits the

laser beam into three strictly parallel beams. For aligning the laser beam parallel

to the optical axis of the parabolic mirror, two side beams having approximately

the same intensity are directed towards the parabolic mirror via a semitransparent

mirror M2 [70:30 (R:T), plate beam splitter, transmission range 400 - 700 nm]. The

most intense central beam is blocked for the initial alignment. The parabolic mirror

alignment using an optical flat will be discussed in section 4.3.

For the Raman measurements, the two side beams are blocked and the central

beam passes through mirror M2. The beam hits one of the quadrants of the parabolic

mirror and is focused on the sample. The scattered light is collected by the parabolic

mirror and reflected back in an ideally parallel fashion since it originates from a

point-like spot in the focus of the parabolic mirror. The collection optics for the

scattered light requires a special alignment procedure since the inelastically scattered

light is too weak to be observed directly. Rather, a direct reflection of the incident

beam is used for the primary alignment. The pictorial working principles of the

alignment using tilted and flat silicon samples are presented in Fig. 4.5.

Firstly, the silicon sample tilted at 30◦ is brought into the focus of the parabolic

mirror. In this case, the direct reflection hits the parabolic mirror and is re-

flected back parallel to the incident beam. A commercial objective lens O1 (Canon,

f=85 mm, f/D = 1.4) collects the reflected beam via mirror M2. This reflection

has enough intensity to be coupled into the multi-mode optical fiber. The optical

fiber (NA=0.22) has a core of pure silica (∅=100 µm) with a transmission ranging

from 180 to 1100 nm.

The coupling into the optical fiber is initially optimized by aligning the x-y-z

translational fiber mounting unit. The transmitted light is recollected by the lens

L5 and reflected into the spectrometer via mirror M4. A cylindrical lens (L6) re-

duces astigmatic aberrations due to the gratings inside the spectrometer. Finally,

the scattered light is analyzed using a calibrated triple-stage spectrometer (Horiba

Jobin-Yvon T64000) and recorded with a liquid-nitrogen cooled charge-coupled de-

vice (CCD).

Prior to measuring the Raman response from the tilted silicon, the direct reflec-

tion is blocked. The Raman intensity can be optimized by iteratively adjusting the

sample and the optical fiber positions. Once the signal intensity is optimized, the

flat sample placed next to the tilted silicon is brought in the focus of the parabolic

mirror. One needs to follow the same procedure for the signal optimization on the

flat sample before starting the tip approach.
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sample

sample

parabolic mirror
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Figure 4.5: Schematics of
the optical alignment using
the tilted and flat samples.
(a) For the tilted sample,
the incident beam (green)
hits the parabolic mirror
and is focused on the sam-
ple. The direct reflection
from the sample is reflected
by the parabolic mirror. If
the parabolic mirror’s fo-
cus is on the sample, the
directly reflected beam is
parallel to the incident one
and is coupled into the op-
tical fiber. The shaded area
(red) represents the inelas-
tically scattered light. (b)
For the horizontal sample,
the direct reflection (green)
from the sample does not
hit the parabolic mirror.
Instead, it hits the radi-
ation shield. The inelas-
tically scattered light (red
shaded region) is collected
by the parabolic mirror.

Between the camera objective lens O1 and the fiber, the light is filtered spatially

(S2) and different polarization states can be selected. The desired linear polariza-

tions are selected by setting the polarizer (P2) at a fixed position and rotating only

the λ/2 plate. Since the waveplate has no wedge, the focus remains centered on the

fiber core and the intensity is polarization independent. The elastic stray light is

rejected by an edge filter F1 (Iridian Spectral Technologies, OD6) resulting in the

reduced luminescence in the fiber. The optical fiber mixes all polarization states,

thus unpolarized light reaches the spectrometer.

4.3 Off-axis parabolic mirror optics

The parabolic mirror (Fig. 4.3), in general, has several advantages over the conven-

tional microscopic objective lens (see subsection 3.3.1). Hence, we implemented a

new optical configuration using an off-axis parabolic mirror. Our optical configura-

tion uses one half of a paraboloid. The parabolic mirror has a solid angle of Ω =
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π corresponding to a numerical aperture of ≈ 0.87. This mirror is used for several

purposes. It improves the contrast between the near- and far-field signals, reduces

the stray light, and is used for generating a magnified image of the sample. The

surface quality of the mirror is equivalent to λ/2 at 632 nm. The diameter and focal

length of the parabolic mirror are 30 mm and 8 mm, respectively. In this specific

optical configuration, the sample surface is oriented parallel to the optical axis of

the parabolic mirror. The choice of this specific orientation has several advantages.

The direct reflection of the laser from the sample surface does not hit the parabolic

mirror. Therefore, the elastic stray light is minimal as intended. This orientation

also allows improved control over the polarization with little losses due to aper-

ture reduction. Furthermore, it simplifies the application of the probe microscopic

techniques enormously.

Parabolic mirror alignment using an optical flat

The introduction of a parabolic mirror in any optical configuration means a major

challenge for alignment. In our case, the parabolic mirror is mounted on the base

plate of the microscope. Whenever the tip and/or the sample is being changed, the

parabolic mirror needs to be removed from the base plate. Thus, it becomes manda-

tory to align the outer optics with respect to the new position of the parabolic mirror.

18 mm

silver coating

quartz

Figure 4.6: Sketch of an optical flat. The 10×10×40 mm3

block made of fused silica and coated with silver on one
side. The incident laser beam is divided into three parallel
beams. The central beam is the most intense beam and is
used for the measurement. The two side beams are used
for the alignment purpose.

For the precise alignment

of the excitation laser beam

parallel to the optical axis

of the parabolic mirror, we

adopted a reference method

proposed by Chen et al.

[181] and Lee et al. [182].

In this method, one uses

two exactly parallel laser

beams which intersect in

the focus of the parabolic

mirror if and only if they

are parallel to the optical

axis of the parabolic mir-

ror. For this purpose, we introduce a double-sided optical flat as schematically

sketched in Fig. 4.6.

A double-sided optical flat (B. Halle Nachfl., Berlin) is a rectangular cuboid made
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Figure 4.7: Ray diagrams of two different alignment cases. The alignment quality is
determined by co-focusing of two laser beams using the optical flat. In the non-aligned
case, two spots are visible in the reference image indicating that either the incident beams
are not parallel to the optical axis of the parabolic mirror or the sample is not in the focus
of the parabolic mirror. In the aligned case, the laser beams and the sample position are
adjusted to make the two focal spots to coincide.

of fused quartz with a silver coating on the back surface. The front and back surfaces

of the double-sided optical flat are parallel to within a precision of better than λ/20.

The resulting error in parallelism is approximately 0.5 µrad. When an incident

beam is directed towards the optical flat, it splits into three parallel beams. For

λ0> 500 nm, the resulting intensities of the three reflected beams are 0.040, 0.876,

and 0.033, respectively. The higher order reflections are irrelevant due to very low

intensities. The most intense, central beam is used for the Raman measurements.

For alignment purposes, two of the side beams having similar intensities are used.

The ray diagrams of the aligned and non-aligned cases together with high-

resolution reference images are depicted in Fig. 4.7. In this arrangement, the two

side beams hit the parabolic mirror on two quadrants (left and right). Since it is

not possible to change the position of the parabolic mirror inside the cryostat, the

quality of the focusing alignment is iteratively improved by tilting and shifting the

optical flat outside the cryostat. The optical flat is mounted on a mirror mount
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which is equipped with fine threaded screws allowing a wobble-free movement with

high accuracy and stability. A fine tuning of the screws allows one to adjust the

incident beams in such a way that the two focal points coincide (image in the aligned

case of Fig. 4.7). However, for a precise overlapping of the two spots, iterative tuning

of the z position of the sample and screws of the optical flat mount is necessary.

Figure 4.8: Far-field Ra-
man spectra of silicon.
When the optical flat
was introduced for the
alignment purpose, the
intensity in the Raman
spectrum of the silicon
(red spectrum) could be
enhanced by almost a
factor of two with re-
spect to that aligned
without the optical flat
(blue). The smoother
background of the blue
curve is due to longer ac-
quisition time.

A measure of the alignment quality is primarily determined by the reference

images. Besides the imaging, the alignment quality is characterized by the Raman

measurements. Figure 4.8 presents the far-field Raman spectra of the silicon sample

measured with the excitation wavelength of 532 nm. A noticeable improvement of a

factor close to two in the Raman intensity was observed when the optical flat was

introduced for the alignment of the laser beam.

4.4 Imaging optics

In our TERS configuration, the imaging optics provides high-resolution images (see

Fig. 4.7) of the region around the focus of the parabolic mirror with a large field

of view. The imaging system is also used for positioning the sample and the tip

during the SPM measurements. Since the tip is first approached manually towards

the sample, it is highly desirable to have visible access to the movement of the tip

or the sample with reference to each other so that tip damage could be avoided.

Our customized system has an imaging setup based on the parabolic mirror as a

microscope objective lens. The sample is illuminated using the principle of Köhler
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Figure 4.9: Layout of the imaging optics using bright-field Köhler illumination in combi-
nation with microscope observation optics.

illumination. It is designed by the optical ray tracing program ’Zemax’. The Köhler

illumination is the best technique for isotropic sample illumination in a microscope.

In the Köhler illumination, the image of the light source is defocused in the sample

plane. For our TERS system, we have designed two different types of observation

optics known as bright-field and dark-field illuminations. Both optical systems are

intended to be used in the reflected light for opaque samples. Here, we discuss the

bright-field illumination in brief as depicted in Fig. 4.9. The sample is illuminated

through viewport W1. All the optical components of the illumination setup are

mounted on the optical cage system inclined at 15◦.

The Zemax simulation of the bright-field illumination is illustrated in Fig. 4.10.

In this setup, a combination of achromatic lenses (A1 and A2) collects the light

from the LED source and focuses it at the plane of the condenser aperture. The

condenser aperture controls the intensity of light being transmitted to the sample.

The position of the condenser aperture is adjusted in a way that the LED image fills

the aperture completely. The light passing through the condenser aperture and the

achromatic lens A3 produces parallel beams on the field aperture. The field aperture

merely controls the illumination area on the sample surface. An achromatic lens A4

collects the light and directs it towards the plano-convex lens (L1) mounted inside

the cryostat. The lens L1 recollects the light on a mirror fixed at 30◦ with respect

to the lens. Finally, the light hits the sample. The reflected light from the sample

surface is collected via the parabolic mirror.

The high-resolution observation system (O2) consists of a commercial zoom ob-
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Figure 4.10: Ray diagram of the bright-field Köhler illumination with sequential arrange-
ment of different optical elements. The top side picture portrays an assembly of the
illumination system located outside the cryostat.

jective (Sigma Optics, f = 70....300 mm, f/D = 4.0....5.6) equipped with a video cam-

era. The telephoto lens looks through an aperture of approximately 10 mm into the

center of the parabolic mirror via the removable beam splitter M3. The final image

is visualized on the computer screen.

To determine the optical resolution of the imaging system, several imaging tests

using different resolution templates have been performed. Fig. 4.11 (a) shows a

silicon sample with gold patterned pitches. The patterned sample consists of crosses

(in the center) with the size of 10µm and stripes (on the right side) with 20µm

periodicity. The maximum achievable optical resolution of the imaging system is

estimated using the video images. The images of the crosses and strips are shown

in Fig. 4.11 (b) and Fig. 4.11 (c), respectively. Presently, the estimated resolution

of our imaging optics is approximately 2 µm. One can clearly distinguish that the

resolution quality is strongly affected by the off-axis conditions of the parabolic

mirror. The illuminated area associated with the exact focal region is better resolved

in comparison to the remaining area. Since the curvature of the parabolic mirror

across the aperture changes by almost 50%, a strong astigmatism is introduced

which makes the images distorted. Although the achievable resolution is sufficient
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Figure 4.11: Optical resolution of our imaging optics. (a) A gold patterned silicon surface
is used as a resolution test sample. On the left panel, the top zoom-in magnification of the
crosses (red frame) together with the video image (b) in the bottom is displayed. On the
right hand side, the zoom-in magnification of the stripe-lines (blue frame) together with
the live image (c) in the bottom is shown.

for the intended purpose, a higher resolution would be beneficial for improving the

alignment quality. For further improvement of the observation optics, we intend to

introduce optical correction elements such as a cylindrical lens between the parabolic

mirror and the objective camera.

4.5 Fabrication of tips

In this section, the fabrication of the gold tips using an electrochemical etching

method is described. The etching procedure was adopted from Ref. [91] and various

parameters were adjusted as per our requirements.

Gold (Au) wires of diameter 100 µm (ChemPur Germany, purity: 99.999%) are

first cleaned by rinsing with acetone. After cleaning, the gold wires are annealed

in air for 6 hours at 800 ◦C. The advantages of wire annealing prior to the etching

were demonstrated by Roy et al. [183]. The annealing of the wire produces a single

crystalline tip apex which improves the field enhancement. The tips without heat

treatment contain multiple grains and grain boundaries in the tip shafts resulting

in polycrystalline tip apices.

A sketch of our etching setup is shown in Fig. 4.12. A circular ring (approx.

∅=8 mm), made of a platinum (Pt) wire of diameter 250µm (ChemPur Germany,

purity: 99.99%) is submerged about 5 mm in hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37% fuming)
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Figure 4.12: Sketch of the electrochemical tip-etching setup. The applied voltage profile
is shown in the grey shaded area. In the inset, an optical image of the etched gold tip is
shown.

solution. The gold wire used as an anode is fixed in the center of the platinum ring

which works as a cathode. The gold wire is lowered until it touches the surface of

the solution, forming a meniscus at the end. Square pulses for the duration of 30µs

at the repetition frequency rate of 3 kHz with a 10% duty cycle are applied (30µs

on, 300 µs off). The square pulses are generated by a combination of two function

generators (Philips PM1538 and Voltcraft FG1617). The 8 V pulses together with

the DC offset voltage of 0.4 V are applied to the system. The DC offset is determined

by the diameter of the Pt wire. The optimal DC offset voltage for the Pt wires having

diameters of 250µm and 500µm were found to be 0.4 V and 0.5 V, respectively.

Once the etching reaction is initiated via a manual switch (S), the platinum ring

directs the current flux around the gold wire. This leads to a reaction indicated

by the formation of bubbles on the Pt ring which determines the etching speed

and hence the roughness of the tip surface. In order to reduce the bubbling effect,

ethanol can be added to the etchant solution [167]. After a few seconds, the etching

stops automatically indicating that the wire has been etched completely. The com-
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plete process of etching takes about 20 seconds if the proper configuration of the

parameters is used. At the end of the process, the etched tip is rinsed with distilled

water to eradicate impurities formed during the etching reactions.

The electrochemical etching of the gold wires in hydrochloric acid solution in-

volves several side reactions such as chloride formation, gold oxidation, and hydro-

gen gas evolution [91, 168]. As the etching reaction commences, a large amount

of chloride ions are consumed to etch the gold wire. This leads to the depletion

of chloride ions and formation of gold oxide. The oxide ions decrease the etching

current dramatically because the reaction products take a longer time to diffuse.

Since the etchant solution is not stirred during the etching, the etching current is

further reduced. In order to increase the required current and to dissolve gold oxide,

hydrochloric acid solution diffuses to the tip volume and again supplies the chloride

ions. This process occurs repeatedly until the termination of the gold etching. The

local fluctuations in the concentration of chloride ions during the reaction play a

decisive role. These fluctuations form a shield around the gold wire and retard the

rate of oxidation to control the etching.

Tips characterization

The etched tips are characterized in two steps. At first, the tips are analyzed

using the optical microscope. It gives an idea about the geometry of the tip. The

100 µm 50 µm 200 nm

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.13: Characterization of the gold tip using scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
Here, SEM pictures of a tip for three different magnifications (see scale bars) are shown.

microscope picture of the tip is shown in the inset of Fig. 4.12. Tips with satisfactory

dimensions are further characterized by scanning electron microscope (SEM). This

step is crucial to collect detailed information about the shape and diameter of the

tip. The SEM photographs of an annealed gold tip are shown in Fig. 4.13.
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The SEM micrograph [Fig. 4.13 (a)] shows a gold tip with a uniform and smooth

surface. Figure 4.13 (c) can be used to estimate the diameter of the tip. The

diameter of the tip is approximately 20 nm. With the optimized etching setup, we

were able to fabricate gold tips with a diameter in the range of 10 - 50 nm with high

reproducibility.

4.6 SPM feedback system

Our bespoke instrument allows us to work with two different scanning modes: AFM

and STM. In this section, we describe the operations of these modes. Furthermore,

we analyze the imaging performance of scanning modes by measuring the topography

of test samples.

Our system is equipped with the tapping mode AFM where the tip-sample dis-

tance is regulated by a piezoelectric tuning fork [155, 156]. The working schematic

of a tuning fork based AFM feedback system is presented in Fig. 4.14.

Figure 4.14: Working principle of a tuning fork based atomic force microscope. ASC500 is
an electronic chamber which consists of several electronic units. For details and descrip-
tions, see text.

A small dither piezo glued in the proximity of the tuning fork sensor, excites

the tuning fork to oscillate at its resonance frequency (32.768 KHz). The excita-

tion signals for a dither piezo are supplied by Fexc from the electronic unit ASC500.

The oscillations of the tuning fork are converted into current signal and processed in

the two-staged amplification process. The input voltage (Vin) for the pre-amplifying

stage is provided by the digital to analog converter output (DAC1). At first, the pre-

amplifier located at the PCB board converts the high impedance piezoelectric cur-

rent into a voltage. Then, the voltage signals are further amplified using a FEMTO

voltage amplifier. Finally, the amplified signals (Fosc) are fed into ASC500 unit for

the coarse (auto-) approach.
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Before the coarse approach is initiated, the setpoint value for the feedback sys-

tem is provided which is kept constant during the coarse approach. Normally, the

setpoint is the value between 80% and 90% of the undamped oscillations amplitude.

As the auto-approach begins, damping of the oscillations is observed. The auto-

approach monitors the z-position of the feedback system. After every coarse step,

the z-scanner tube extends towards the sample surface. If the oscillations amplitude

of the tuning fork remains constant, another coarse step is performed. This process

is repeated till the oscillations are reduced to the setpoint amplitude. Thereafter,

the auto-approach stops. At last, the feedback system is activated for scanning the

areas of interest on the sample.

2 µm
1.208 µm

1.235 µm

1.208 µm

1.235 µm

1 µm 500 nm
1.046 µm

1.261 µm

Figure 4.15: Topographic images of a resolution test grid using the tuning fork based
AFM in tapping mode. The vertical scale displays the height profile with color code. The
scanning patterns were obtained in the backward direction.

Figure 4.15 depicts the AFM images of a randomly selected area of the resolution

grid. One can estimate the resolution to be approximately 50 nm. Since these scan-

ning images were measured only for testing purposes, the sample tilt and artifacts

(i.e. tip and scanner artifacts) were not considered. Hence we obtain the distorted

images. The sample tilt can be corrected by the slope compensation, whereas ar-

tifacts can be minimized by varying the proportional (P) and the integral (I) gain

values in the feedback channel.

In the following paragraph, we focus on the STM imaging using the same setup.

A simplified working principle of the STM feedback is pictured in Fig. 4.16. A sharp

metal tip is vertically glued to the bottom prong of the tuning fork. A loop made of

platinum wire (∅=25 µm) is knotted around the tip. Silver paste is used to make a

stable contact between the tip and the loop. One of the loop ends is connected to

the SMA connector of the tip via a contact pad. The sample response is obtained by

another SMA connector attached to the copper plate underneath the sample. Both
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Figure 4.16: Schematic of the STM operation in our TERS setup with several essen-
tial components outlined. On the left hand side, two main electronics controlling units
(ASC500 and ASC250) are shown.

connectors are coupled to the electrical feedthroughs at the back of the cryostat.

At the beginning of the auto-approach, a bias voltage is applied to the sample

by a voltage source DAC2. The typical value for the bias voltage varies between a

few mV and a few hundreds of mV. The coarse approach depends on the current

setpoint of the z-feedback system. Initially, the set point is kept in the range of a

few hundreds of picoamps (pA) for a safe approach. During the coarse approach, the

current between the tip and the sample is detected. The detected current is further

amplified by the current amplifier and is fed into the z feedback system via ADC1.

The response of the tip is passed via z-out to the high voltage (HV) amplifier of

the ASC250. The HV amplifier generates the appropriate voltage for driving the z

positioner. Once the set point current is obtained, the feedback system is activated

to keep the tip in the tunneling regime. Since the feedback system is very sensitive

to the tunneling current, the tunneling current is increased gradually up to 5 nA.

The performance of the STM imaging was tested on a gold layer deposited on the

silicon substrate via sputtering. The STM images with 100×100 data points were

acquired in ambient conditions as displayed in Fig. 4.17. The applied bias voltage
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Figure 4.17: STM imaging of the gold layer deposited on the silicon. (a) An image of the
random area of the sample surface. The brighter part is the cluster of gold formed during
the sputtering. (b) A magnified surface image of the central part of image shown in (a).
The grey scale bar represents a variation of the height profile. The image was taken at a
bias voltage of 1.34 V with a current setpoint of 1 nA.

(DAC2) between the tip and the sample was 1.344 V for the current setpoint of 1 nA.

In order to obtain artifacts-free images, the P and I parameters were simultaneously

changed during the scanning. For this specific measurement, P and I values were set

to 0 and 27 mHz, respectively. The sample tilt was corrected by inserting marginal

values of x = -5% and y = 0% in the slope compensation. In Fig. 4.17 (a), an STM

image of a random area of the gold-layered sample is shown. The brighter part

is the uppermost cluster of the gold particles formed during the sputtering. In

Fig. 4.17 (b), a higher resolution image of the central part of the Fig. 4.17 (a) is

presented. Here, the resolution is on the order of 2 - 5 nm. Considering the fact that

these measurements were carried out in ambient conditions, the performance of the

STM system is already quite promising. Further improvement can be expected when

the STM imaging is performed in the UHV conditions.

4.7 Test measurements

This section addresses the initial test measurements on a variety of samples. Fur-

thermore, possible improvements for a successful tip-enhanced Raman study are

discussed.
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4.7.1 Silicon

Given the ambitious task of demonstrating tip-enhancement, we decided to first

measure the enhancement on the silicon sample using STM mode. These measure-

ments were carried out in ambient conditions unless stated otherwise. It is also

important to mention that the optical elements placed between the objective (O1)

and the optical fiber (see Fig. 4.4) belong to the modified optical setup and were

not used for these measurements. The details of the modified optics can be found

in subsection 4.7.2.

The Si spectrum (red) presented in Fig. 4.18 is the far-field spectrum measured

in the retract mode. Here, the tip is far away from the sample and does not
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Figure 4.18: Raman spectra of silicon with
an attempt of tip-enhancement. The spec-
tra were measured with the 660 nm laser line.
The retract mode spectrum (red) shows the
conventional far-field spectrum of silicon with
a pronounced peak at 520 cm−1. The spec-
trum in black is associated with the tunneling
mode.

contribute to the spectrum at all.

Hence, this spectrum is a result of con-

ventional Raman process. In the tun-

neling regime (black), the phonon inten-

sity is found to be decreased rather than

enhanced. In addition, a significant in-

crease in the background signals is also

observed. This clearly signifies that ei-

ther no enhancement is produced or it

is overcompensated by other effects.

After several attempts, we could as-

sign the signatures of decreased inten-

sity and increased background. The

background signals are apparently in-

creased due to the coupling of direct

reflection in the fiber core where they

cause luminescence. A decrease in the

Raman intensity could be associated

with the shadow effects originating from

the inappropriate tip positioning. The consequences of shadow effects in the TERS

geometries are elaborated by Mehtani et al. [95]. The luminescence effects could

be reduced by using an edge filter before the optical fiber. The proper positioning

of the tip can be accomplished by scanning the tip point by point in close vicinity

of the area of interest with slower feedback. An individual spectrum at each pixel

could provide an overview of the selected area in order to find an appropriate tip

position on the sample.
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Meanwhile, we realized that the choice of silicon sample for proving the principles

of tip-enhancement could be a challenging task. For thick samples like silicon,

contrast between the far- and near-field signals is close to unity [23]. This would

require a nearly perfect focus on the sample. Also, a significant variation in the

penetration depth of bulk silicon for different wavelengths could lead to additional

complications. For silicon, the laser wavelengths of 514.5 and 647 nm penetrate

roughly about 0.68 and 3 µm, respectively [184]. This implies that the far-field

volume for the red laser is approximately 4.5 times larger than the green laser.

According to the relation between the enhancement factor and penetration depth

(see Eq. 3.7), such volume differences could lead to a substantial decrease in the

observed enhancement.

4.7.2 YBa2Cu3O7

Domains in materials with different lattice parameters are a common phenomenon.

In materials such as YBa2Cu3O6+x and BaFe2As2, the domain size is on the order

of a few tens of nanometers. There are only a few tools available enabling access to

the vibrational and electronic properties of such small domains. Recent reports of

local strain studies on graphene [30] and WSe2 films [31] indicate that the TERS

systems are capable of accessing such novel properties. We intended to measure

an YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO) sample in order to gain access to its lattice and carrier

dynamics. Besides that phonon characteristics of YBCO will be utilized to calibrate

the spatial resolution of our system.

YBCO belongs to the family of high-temperature superconductors (HTSC). It is

a bi-layer system where the crystal structure is characterized by two Cu-O planes per

unit cell. In optimally doped YBCO, there is an oxygen apex vibration at 500 cm−1

having A1g symmetry [185]. In the case the crystallographic c-axis being oriented

perpendicular to the sample surface, the z direction coincides with the tip apex.

Moreover, additional enhancement is expected when the electric field component of

the excitation light is polarized parallel to the plane of incidence (p - polarization)

with a finite projection along the tip shaft [111]. This matching configuration of

light polarization and the A1g phonon can offer a considerable signal gain, making

YBCO an ideal choice for the proof of principles. In addition, we specifically select

the A1g phonon, as the far-field Raman response is very low in A1g symmetry due to

limited z-axis projection in the bulk. A significant difference between the intensities

of far- and near-field signals could be useful to achieve higher contrast gain.

Here we estimate the contrast between the far- and near-field signals for the A1g
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Figure 4.19: Sketch of the light polarization (p-polarization) with respect to the tip-sample
geometry. The projection of the polarization vector onto the z-axis is smaller in the bulk
due to that fact that, the refractive index of YBCO (nYBCO) is larger than 1. Here,
directions of the surface plasmon polaritons oscillations and the oxygen apex vibration are
along the z-axis. This configuration leads to a higher contrast in the TERS measurements.

phonon of YBCO using the relation of the Raman intensity. An expression for the

total Raman intensity reads as

Iµ ∝ |~e∗sRµ~ei|2. (4.1)

Here Iµ is the resultant Raman intensity, Rµ is the Raman tensor matrix of symmetry

µ (=A1g). ei and es are the polarization vectors of incident and scattered photons,

respectively. In the case of tetragonal-structured YBCO, the Raman tensor matrix

for the A1g symmetry (RA1g) has the following form:

RA1g =

a 0 0

0 a 0

0 0 b


The schematic of the p-polarized light projection with respect to the YBCO sample

is depicted in Fig. 4.19. In the case of conventional far-field scattering, for simplicity

we assume |~ei|= 1. According to the Snell’s law, the relation between the angles of

incidence (αi) and refraction (αs) is given as
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sinαi

sinβi

= nYBCO, (4.2)

where nYBCO is the refractive index of YBCO and is equal to 1.69 [186]. Since

nYBCO� 1, the projection of the polarization vector onto the z-axis is much smaller

in the bulk which results in the low A1g phonon intensity. The z-components for

the incident and scattered light are zi = sinβi and zs = sinβs. The far-field Raman

intensity is

Ifar ∝ |zsbzi|2 = b2

(
sinαi

nYBCO

· sinαs

nYBCO

)2

(4.3)

When the tip is brought closer to the sample, the directions of the SPP oscil-

lations and the A1g phonon coincide with each other leading to a higher intensity.

In this case, the z-components for the incident and scattered light will be zi = sinαi

and zs = sinαs. The Raman intensity of the near-field is

Inear = b2(sinαi · sinαs)
2 (4.4)

Using Eq. 4.3 and Eq. 4.4, the contrast between the near- and far-fields for the

A1g phonon can be estimated. This yields

Inear

Ifar

= n4
YBCO ≈ (1.69)4 ≈ 8.15 (4.5)

Note that this result is independent of the angles of incidence and the scattered

light. Eq. 4.5 indicates that the high contrast can be expected due to coincidence

of light polarization, surface plasmon oscillations, and the A1g phonon of YBCO.

Figure 4.20 shows the far-field Raman spectrum of optimally doped single crys-

talline YBCO. The measurement was carried out in the range of 80 to 750 cm−1

with a laser power of 3 mW as measured in front of the central window (W2) of the

cryostat. In the spectrum, up arrows (↑) indicate the phonon peaks at 110, 147, and

339 cm−1. The phonon peak at 495 cm−1 is also present, however its characteristic

shape seems to be strongly influenced by the external effects. If we compare our

results with the silica spectrum (in the inset) [187], both spectra look similar espe-

cially at the higher energy region. The coupling of the elastic stray light into the

silica core of the fiber causes luminescence. In the case of YBCO, the luminescence

dominates the spectrum in the higher energy region.

To prevent elastically scattered light to enter into the fiber, we have modified the

collection optics by adding an edge filter in the parallel beam path of the collection
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Figure 4.20: The Raman spectrum of an optimally doped YBCO. The arrow signs (↑)
refer to the phonon peaks. In the inset, the Raman spectrum of silica glass is presented.
The silica spectrum is adopted from Ref. [187].

optics. The ray diagram of the modified optics between the camera objective (O1)

and the fiber coupling is depicted in Fig. 4.21. Here an edge filter (F1) in combination

with two achromatic lenses (L3, L4; f = 19 mm) is installed. Due to the insertion

of additional optical components, the intensity coupled into the fiber is reduced by

approximately 35% of the total intensity.

Apart from the edge filter, a spatial aperture is incorporated in the collection

optics for gaining the contrast between the far- and near-field signals. An aperture

sample L3 F1 L4S2 fiber entranceO1

parabolic mirror

Figure 4.21: Optical arrangement of the modified optics for collecting the scattered light.
The optical components S2, L3, F1, and L4 belong to the modified optics. F1 represents
the edge filter. For further details, see text.
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suppresses the far-field signals by blocking the scattered light coming from the outer

region of the focal spot on the sample. The inelastically scattered light not originat-

ing from the exact focus of the parabolic mirror does not propagate parallel to the

optical axis and is consequently blocked by the aperture. Prior to measuring the

tip-enhancement, it is necessary to test the performance of the modified optical sys-

tem to its limit. In this context, the influence of the modified optics on the Raman

intensity was studied thoroughly and is discussed in the following paragraph.

The Raman measurements of the silicon sample using the modified optics are

presented in Fig. 4.22. Since the silicon phonon has a higher Raman response, it is
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Figure 4.22: Dependence of the far-field silicon spectra on the diameter of the spatial
aperture (S2). The magnified spectra show a reduction of the background signals by 30%.

an ideal choice for testing the alignment of the modified optics especially the spatial

aperture (S2). The far-field spectra of silicon look promising as the control over the

coupling of elastic stray light is feasible. The prominent role of the edge filter will

only be visible once we measure the samples with low phonon intensities such as

YBCO. However, the role of the spatial aperture is clearly observed in the silicon

spectra. When the aperture diameter is reduced from 150 to 75µm, a better control

of the background signals is facilitated. From the magnified spectra (Fig. 4.22),

we find that the background signals are reduced approximately by a factor of 2

in the case of smaller aperture diameter. The intensity of the silicon phonon was

also decreased for the aperture diameter of 75 µm. These are only the preliminary

results. Our aim is to push the limit of the aperture diameter down to 5 µm in order
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to suppress the far-field signals efficiently.

4.7.3 Selection rules for silicon

The selection rules play a vital role in determining the symmetry of excitations ap-

pearing in the Raman spectrum. Since our customized TERS setup enables us to

access the polarization, it is important to understand the Raman response with re-

spect to different incoming and outgoing polarization states. Also, the polarization-

dependent study is useful to improve the contrast between the near- and far-field

signals. According to the definition of the contrast in Eq. 3.3, the contrast can be

infinity for the case of perfect selection rules. At the current stage, the contrast gain

is utmost necessary in order to demonstrate the enhancement using our system.

We perform polarized Raman scattering experiments to verify the selection rules

using silicon samples. Silicon has a cubic diamond structure. For single-crystalline

silicon, the Raman spectrum has a phonon peak at 520 cm−1 obeying T2g symmetry.

As this phonon is very pronounced and narrow, silicon is widely used for calibration

purposes in Raman spectroscopy. The Raman spectrum of silicon also contains two

other phonon modes (A1g and Eg) at 305 cm−1 and 950 cm−1. However, these modes

are not appropriate for the studies of selection rules due to their weak intensities.

The Raman response is generally described using the Raman tensor which allows one

to determine the projection of different symmetries depending on the polarization of

incoming and scattered photons. We calculate the Raman intensity of the T2g mode

for two polarization states (xy and xx). The relation between the Raman intensity

and polarization states is given as

IR ∝ |~e∗sRµ~ei|2. (4.6)

Here IR is the resultant Raman intensity, Rµ is the Raman tensor matrix of symme-

try µ (=A1g, Eg, T2g). ei and es are the polarization vectors of incident and scattered

photons, respectively. For silicon, the Raman tensor matrix for the T2g symmetry

(RT2g) can be written as

RT2g =

(
0 d

d 0

)
The Raman response can now be calculated using the above expressions for different

polarization configurations. For the xy polarization configuration, we obtain the
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intensity of the Raman response as

IT2g ∝ |~e∗sRT2g~ei|2 =

∣∣∣∣∣(1 0
)(0 d

d 0

)(
0

1

)∣∣∣∣∣
2

= d2. (4.7)

Similarly, the Raman response can be extracted for the polarization combination of

xx

IT2g ∝ |~e∗sRT2g~ei|2 =

∣∣∣∣∣(1 0
)(0 d

d 0

)(
1

0

)∣∣∣∣∣
2

= 0. (4.8)

The T2g mode is projected in xy configuration but not in the xx polarization.

Due to the cubic crystal structure of silicon, it can be concluded that the xy, xz,

and yz polarizations will provide an equal and maximum response. It is noted that

the xz combination would be very important when we introduce the tip component

in the selection rules as the z-component of the electric field is strongly enhanced.

Similarly, in other configurations such as xx, yy, and zz, one expects no contribution

from the T2g mode.

In the following experiments, we measure only the far-field selection rules. Fig-

ure 4.23 summarizes the in-plane polarization projections with an arrangement of

the silicon atoms together with the laboratory coordinate system. For Si, the polar-

ization orientation xy selects T2g symmetry and xx configuration gives the combined

contribution from A1g and Eg. The laboratory coordinate system is set with respect

to the crystal axes of the sample (i.e. x is parallel to the a axis). The x and y axes

are parallel and perpendicular to the silicon sample, respectively.

Figure 4.24 presents the results of the symmetry analysis of silicon using various

parts of the aperture of the parabolic mirror. These measurements were carried

out with the optical setup illustrated in Fig. 4.4. All spectra were measured with

the excitation wavelength of 660 nm. The laser power was measured in front of the

cryostat and was kept constant at 4 mW for the quantitative measurements. The

acquisition time for each measurement was 60 seconds.

As shown in Fig. 4.24 (a), the xy configuration shows the prominent peak owing

to the T2g symmetry. From Eq. 4.8 we do not expect any response of the T2g peak

in xx configuration. However, we clearly see the peak having about 10% of the

intensity of the xx polarization. In terms of contrast, we observe a contrast between

the xy and the xx spectra with the ratio of the peak intensities being approximately

10. Similarly, in yy symmetry, we find the contribution from the T2g peak with about

50% of the intensity of the xy symmetry. The contrast between yy and yx spectra

is close to unity. These results suggest that the parabolic mirror does not preserve
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Figure 4.23: Schematic illustration of scattering geometry of incoming (in) and scattered
(out) photons together with the projected symmetries with respect to crystallographic
axes. x and y correspond to the coordinate system in the laboratory.

the polarization states completely. However, for some polarization combinations the

selection rules can be maintained to within approximately 10%.

This can further be scrutinized by comparing the response from different areas

of the parabolic mirror. Considering only the central part of the parabolic mirror,

x and y polarizations outside the cryostat will be polarized parallel to x and y′,

respectively, on the sample. Here y′ is the polarization state rotated by 45◦ with

respect to the y polarization direction. If other sections of the parabolic mirror are

also taken into consideration, several other orientations will contribute to the overall

intensity profile. An incident x-polarization always projects a polarization close to x

on the sample irrespective of light projection from either quadrant of the parabolic

mirror. For scattered photons along the y direction, several other polarizations

(between x and y) contribute resulting in a gain of the peak intensity. Similarly,

for the incident y-polarized light, the polarization on the sample is between x′ and

y. For the scattered light polarized along the x direction the photons in the sample

are always approximately polarized along the crystallographic axes in the sample for

the whole area of the parabolic mirror resulting in the low intensity phonon peak.

In a second set of spectra, presented in Fig. 4.24 (b-d), contribution from selected

parts of the parabolic mirror are studied. All spectra were measured by directing

the incident beam in the middle of the left quadrant of the parabolic mirror. Fig-

ure 4.24 (c) and (d) show the response of right and left quadrants, respectively. In

xy configuration, contribution from the left and the right quadrants are approxi-

mately equal, whereas in xx configuration the peak intensity of the left quadrant is
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Figure 4.24: Far-field spectra of silicon. (a) Four different polarization settings of xy, yx,
yy, and xx with the scattered light collected from the full parabolic mirror. The incident
laser beam always hits the left quadrant of the parabolic mirror. (b)-(d) Silicon spectra
with two different polarization combinations xy and xx collecting scattered light from
different parts of parabolic mirror. From [188].

stronger by a factor of 2.5 than that of the right quadrant. The xx configuration

from the right and left quadrants carries about 8% and 18% of the intensity, respec-

tively compared to the xy configuration. The intensity ratios for the right and left

quadrants are approximately 12 and 6, respectively. All these factors indicate that

the polarization states are better preserved in the right quadrant of the parabolic

mirror. In Fig. 4.24 (b), we present the results from the area reduced to an aper-

ture with 10 mm diameter around the laser beam (left quadrant). In xy and xx

configurations, the intensities are further reduced to a minimum but the contrast

is restored. The intensity reduction in this case corresponds approximately to the

ratio of the areas of the parabolic mirror and the aperture with 10 mm diameter.

The major effects altering the polarization of incoming and scattered light come

from the geometry of the parabolic mirror which makes the validation of the se-
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lection rules difficult using our TERS setup. One of the important effects includes

rotation of the polarization directions after reflecting from the mirror. In this case,

for the incoming x- and y-polarizations, an intensity correction would be sufficient

since the polarizations are conserved with respect to the plane of incidence. How-

ever, the interpretation of the scattered light is not easy since the scattered light is

collected from the entire parabolic mirror. Each scattered beam from the sample

incidents at different angle on the parabolic mirror and reflected differently influ-

encing the overall polarization of the scattered light. Another effect comprises a

phase shift between the incoming and scattering light introduced due to the reflec-

tive coating (aluminium) of the parabolic mirror. A phase shift in the incoming and

scattering light can generate elliptical polarizations instead of linear polarizations

on the sample. In our case, the intensity gain in xx and yy symmetries could be the

result of a finite elliptical polarization at the sample surface. The possible solution

to treat the elliptical polarization is to use a compensator in the optical path of the

incoming beam. The compensator allows one to shine elliptically polarized light on

the parabolic mirror resulting in well-defined polarizations on the sample surface.

In this case, one would expect to have no peak in xx and yy configurations owing

to the perfect selection rules. All these effects would be necessary to further explore

for the studies of the selection rules using our TERS setup.

4.8 Outlook

Due to various complex issues, tip enhancement could not be realized to date. Yet,

many challenging aspects of the customized setup have been perceived. There are

a few upgrades which need to be implemented prior to demonstrating the enhance-

ment. This mainly includes redesigning parts of the optical setup, understanding

the polarization issues, and selection of the appropriate samples.

At the current state, the foremost challenge is to understand the polarization

issues encountered during the symmetry analysis of silicon. It requires a modification

of the incident light path by adding a few optical components such as a half-wave

plate and a compensator. A half-wave plate after the polarizer P1 (see Fig. 4.4)

will be useful to retain the projection of the incident beam. A compensator will be

useful for projecting the elliptical polarized light on the sample so that, a well-defined

polarization study could be performed.

Instead of the collection optics based on the optical fiber, analysis of the scat-

tered light using a separate spectrometer would be essential. The optical fiber is
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responsible for a huge loss of the scattered intensity while transmitting the light

from the TERS laboratory to the spectrometer located in another laboratory. In

addition, it could play a decisive role in determining the selection rules necessary

for the execution of the polarization-dependent Raman measurements.

A parabolic mirror based TERS geometry is quite challenging especially for the

tip imaging. In this geometry, the accurate placement of the tip at the focal point is

far more complicated in comparison to the microscopic objective based geometry. A

systematic approach for finding an appropriate area of interest on the sample surface

could be the tip scanning. This approach involves measuring a single spectrum at

every pixel while scanning the tip all over the focal region. In this approach, one

needs to deal with a lot of spectral data which makes the data evaluation more

complex and time consuming. To solve this problem, it is planned to customize

a software which could measure the Raman response at any interesting pixel of

the scanning map. This could also provide an additional feature of mapping the

intensity distribution of any particular Raman shift of interest.

Prior to making progress with the tip-enhanced measurements, the selection of

the appropriate test samples is recommended. Most of the TERS literature re-

veals that the molecular systems are the first choice for the TERS measurements

[23, 25]. These systems are capable of generating strong signals from the subwave-

length volume beneath the tip shaft. For example, malachite green isothiocynate

(MGITC) which is an organic green laser dye with the molecular weight of 364.92.

The molecular structure of the non-fluorescent MGITC dye molecule is illustrated

in Fig. 4.25 (a). It is a triarylmethane dye with good binding properties. The sam-

ple is prepared by depositing the molecular layer on the gold substrate due of the

fact that, the sulfur atom of isothiocynate group binds strongly with the gold. A

tendency of good binding provides a stable and well defined geometry of the ab-

sorbed molecules even for ambient conditions. Moreover, the absorption spectrum

of MGITC molecule [presented in Fig. 4.25 (b)] shows a strong absorption peak that

coincides well with the wavelength of the red laser and the plasmonic response of

the gold tip. Summing up all the important properties, this system could be an

ideal sample for a proof-of-principle TERS measurements.

The design of piezo systems embedded in the microscopic head also requires some

modifications, especially the tip stack (see Fig. 4.3). In our system, the parabolic

mirror collects the light from all the scattering directions. The gain in the scattered

photon counts is compromised by the fact that, the plate holding the tuning fork

blocks at least one third of the aperture of the parabolic mirror, leading to an in-
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Figure 4.25: Malachite green isothiocynate (MGITC). (a) Molecular structure of MGITC.
(b) Absorption spectrum of MGITC with red line indicating the maximum absorption
close to 660 nm.

tensity loss. In addition to the advancements discussed above, a few more upgrades

would be beneficial to perform the TERS measurements more reliably such as fab-

rication of silver tips. The availability of silver tips would be a useful extension to

perform the TERS experiments in the broad range of wavelength. The plasmonic

properties of the silver tips are favorable for the green excitation source which would

allow one to cover a larger energy range due to the gratings of the spectrometer.



Chapter 5

Magnetic excitations and

amplitude fluctuations in undoped

cuprates

Spin order, excitations and fluctuations play a key role not only in magnetism but

also in ordering phenomena such as charge modulations or superconductivity [189–

192]. In the specific case of high-Tc superconductors (HTSC) with CuO2 building

units, the observation of superconductivity in the proximity of static magnetic or-

der suggests that magnetic ordering and superconductivity are interrelated [193].

Moreover, one manifestation of strongly correlated electron systems is the insulat-

ing antiferromagnetic (AF) ground state developing at half filling when the material

is expected to be metallic. Considering all the facts, the study of magnetic properties

in undoped parent compounds is of fundamental importance in order to characterize

the interrelation between superconductivity and magnetism.

There are a few powerful spectroscopic techniques which have been utilized to

characterize spin correlations in AF phases. Frequently used methods are inelastic

neutron scattering (INS) [41, 42] and resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS)

[194, 195]. Among other techniques, inelastic light scattering (Raman) has also

been widely used for probing magnetic excitations [1, 9, 43].

Over the years, a large amount of Raman experimental data have been amassed

on the spin properties of the undoped cuprate systems starting from the first ex-

perimental results on undoped La2CuO4 [1, 4, 11] and Gd2CuO4 [13]. The results

obtained so far have been proved to be robust at least in the B1g symmetry channel

which essentially probes the so-called two-magnon scattering, i.e. the simultane-

ous flip of two neighboring spins. The characteristic feature of B1g symmetry in

69
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the form of a broad and asymmetric peak is found to be almost the same in all

insulating CuO2 compounds. Apart from the observation in undoped parent com-

pounds, the two-magnon Raman scattering also persists in materials with different

doping levels. There have been reports where two-magnon scattering was observed

in Y123 systems up to optimal doping [10, 15] whereas in Bi2212 samples, scattering

from the two-magnon excitations was possible to observe up to the doping level of

p= 0.20 [196]. Except for undoped cuprates, two-magnon scattering is also reported

in different compositions of iron selenide [197] and some iridate compounds [198].

From a theoretical point of view, there has been a great interest to gain insight

into the scattering processes by magnons and AF fluctuations especially in the in-

sulating parent compounds [15, 43, 44, 50]. Most of the theoretical work for the

magnetic properties of undoped antiferromagnetic cuprates is described by model-

ing the CuO2 layers by a spin 1/2 Heisenberg model on a square lattice [14]. While

most of the properties can qualitatively be described in terms of spin-wave theory

in a Heisenberg model with only nearest neighbor exchange coupling, some of the

anomalous features of the spin wave excitations, such as the line shape, are yet to

be solved [47, 199].

In this chapter, the main emphasis is placed on the Raman study of the magnetic

excitations in the series of undoped insulating cuprates as a function of polarization

and excitation energy. The chapter is organized as follows: The phase diagram of

the cuprate systems is discussed in section 5.1. The crystallographic and magnetic

properties of the parent compounds are subsequently presented in subsections 5.1.1

and 5.1.2, respectively. Subsection 5.1.3 provides a brief introduction to the light

scattering by magnons in antiferromagnetic systems which is discussed in the context

of the pioneering work of Fleury and Loudon [9]. The basic preparation of the studied

samples and the experimental Raman scattering setup are presented in section 5.2.

Section 5.3 covers the analysis of the experimental data of three different cuprate

systems: La2CuO4 (LCO), YBa2Cu3O6.05 (Y123), and Bi2Sr2YCu2O8+δ (Bi2212:Y)

to describe the overall (intrinsic) line shape close to the double spin-flip maximum

in the B1g symmetry.

5.1 The cuprates - theoretical aspects

The family of the cuprates belongs to the transition metal oxides consisting of pla-

nar CuO2 layers sandwiched between the insulating charge reservoir layers. The

layered structure of such materials comprising one or more CuO2 planes per unit
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Figure 5.1: Schematic phase diagram of the copper-oxygen based superconductors dis-
playing electron- and hole-doped regions on the left and right panels, respectively. At
zero doping, an AF state emerges below the Néel temperature (TN ). The superconduct-
ing phase (SC) always emerges from a magnetically ordered state. At optimal doping
(p= 0.16), SC has its maximum Tc. Apart from AF and SC states, several other ordering
phenomena are observed which are shown in the form of different phases and crossover
lines. In hole-doped cuprates, three different families LSCO, YBCO, and BSCCO are
illustrated with arrows indicating the accessible doping range. Taken from Ref. [200].

cell arranged in a square lattice. The electron confinement and strong interactions

take place in the CuO2 planes due to a strong anisotropy between a - b and c-axis

of the layered compounds [201]. The variation in the environment of the CuO2

planes results in adding or removing charge carriers. Depending on the material

class, the CuO2 planes can be doped either with electrons or holes. The majority

of the cuprate families belong to the hole-doped (p-type) compounds. There are

also a few electron-doped materials (n-type). Doping leads to new phenomena such

as superconductivity, spin and charge order, and pseudogap phenomena [202, 203]

resulting in a rich phase diagram [204]. The phase diagram of the high-Tc cuprates

is nearly universal and presented in Fig. 5.1. From here on, our further discussion

will mainly focus on the series of hole-doped compounds.

The parent compounds are insulators with antiferromagnetic ordering highlight-

ing an important role of the Coulomb interaction U . The Néel temperature for
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these compounds is on the order of room temperature. As the hole concentration is

increased, the Néel temperature decreases and the long-range antiferromagnetically

ordered state vanishes completely close to p= 0.02 [205]. When the compounds are

further doped with holes, the new states of matter appear including superconduc-

tivity, the pseudogap phenomenon and inhomogeneous phases. Superconductivity

(SC) exists in the broad doping range between 0.05 and 0.27 with the maximum of

the transition temperature Tc at p= 0.16; known as the optimal doping. Another

anomalous region labeled with T ∗ is observed which is associated with the opening

of a momentum-dependent gap known as pseudogap [206].

In the following, we explore different properties of the lanthanum copper oxide

(LCO) as the main archetypical cuprate compound.

5.1.1 Crystal structure

La2CuO4 is the parent compound of the 214 family which belongs to one of the most

studied families of high-Tc superconductors. Undoped LCO is a Mott insulator that

orders antiferromegnatically with the Néel temperature of TN = 325 K [207].

a
b

c La

Cu

O

Figure 5.2: Crystal structure (T -structure) of La2CuO4. The conventional unit cell con-
tains two CuO2 planes. The copper atom (red) in the center is surrounded by four La3+

atoms (green) on each side. Each of the Cu atoms is surrounded by octahedra of O atoms
(blue). Adopted from Ref. [209].

The crystal structure of the single layer LCO compound (also known as T -

structure), as illustrated in Fig. 5.2, is characterized by a body-centered tetragonal

structure (space group I4/mmm). The stoichiometric structure possesses the CuO2
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planes separated by the two LaO planes acting as a charge carrier reservoir and

spacer. The lattice constants for the tetragonal phase of T -LCO are a= b= 3.803 Å

and c= 13.150 Å [208].

5.1.2 Magnetic properties

In the case of undoped La2CuO4, the ionic configuration includes non-magnetic ions

of La3+ and O2−. In order to compensate the charge, the copper atom has to have

an ionic state of Cu2+. Assuming charge neutrality, the Cu2+ ions have an [Ar]3d9

configuration. According to the band theory, this configuration predicts a metallic

state due to the half-filled 3d shell which is expected to lead the electronic conduc-

tion. However, inclusion of the Coulomb repulsion mechanism corrects the picture

where localized electrons form a Mott insulator. In the 3d9 configuration, LCO

contains one hole per copper site where the strong ’Hubbard’ U leads to insulating

behavior with a charge excitation gap of approximately 2 eV [39]. The 3d9 shell

contains one hole. It therefore carries a net spin S= 1/2 which is mainly responsible

for the magnetic properties of the parent compounds. The spins are localized on the

Cu site and can be described by a quasi two-dimensional spin S= 1/2 Heisenberg

model. According to the Hubbard model, the superexchange interaction induces

anti-parallel spin arrangements in the neighboring electrons where by second order

perturbation theory an energy gain is expected for the virtual hopping [210]. The

Hamiltonian for the lattice model for interacting electrons has the following form

H = −t
∑

(i,j),σ

c†iσcjσ + U
∑
i

ni↑ni↓. (5.1)

The first term of Eq. 5.1 is the kinetic energy describing electrons hopping between

nearest-neighbor sites i and j with the hopping amplitude t. c†iσ represents the

creation of an electron on site i with spin σ. The term niσ = c†iσcjσ counts the

number of electrons on site i. The second term denotes the interaction energy U� t

between the two electrons with opposite spins on the same site. Using this model,

the superexchange interaction is J=4t2/U .

Figure 5.3 (a) shows the antiferromagnetically ordered spin arrangement and the

strong hybridization between in-plane Cu (3dx2−y2) and O (2px, 2py) orbitals. In

an antiferromagnetically ordered state, the magnetic moments of the copper spins

interact via intermediate oxygen atoms with a relatively strong intralayer coupling.

The in-plane nearest neighbor super-exchange J acts along the Cu-O-Cu bonds. In

such systems, a large anisotropy is observed between the in-plane (J‖ = 143 meV)
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Figure 5.3: (a) An arrangement of antiferromagnetically ordered Cu spins (black arrows)
in the relevant CuO2 orbital structure of the cuprates. The unit cell is depicted with solid
lines with the lattice constant a. (b) Fermi surface in the corresponding Brillouin zone.
The magnetic superstructure yields the backfolded BZ (dashed lines).

[211] and out of plane (J⊥ = 0.002 meV) exchange coupling which is as high as

J⊥/J‖∼ 10−5 [38, 39]. The weak interplanar coupling in LCO originates from the

body-centered stacking of CuO2 planes which completely cancels the magnetic cou-

pling between the Cu2+ atoms in different planes. Due to the larger J‖ value, long

range order is developed differently in the LCO system in comparison to such as

planar antiferromagnets. In LCO, the sensitivity of 3D long range order to J⊥ is

mainly responsible for the rapid reduction of the Néel temperature [212].

Figure 5.3 (b) shows the corresponding Fermi surface in the first Brillouin zone

(solid lines) together with the magnetic Brillouin zone (dotted line). Due to the spin

superexchange the magnetic Brillouin zone is rotated by 45◦ and only half the size

of the original BZ. The particles located close to (± π, 0) and (0, ± π) on the Fermi

surface experience a strong effect of antiferromagnetic ordering resulting in strongly

scattered particles. On the other hand, particles located close to (π/2, π/2) remain

unaffected.

5.1.3 Light scattering by magnons

The spin dynamics of the cuprates is very well described by the properties of a two-

dimensional (2D) Heisenberg antiferromagnet. The spin-interaction Hamiltonian can

be expressed in the following form

H = −J
∑
(i,j)

S i · S j (5.2)
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where the sum (i, j) is restricted to the nearest neighbors in the square lattice and

excludes double counting. S i and S j are the spin operators acting on the spins i

and j belonging to the sublattice A (”up”) and the sublattice B (”down”) for the

AF state, respectively. S i · S j is the interaction energy of two spins and J is the

nearest-neighbor antiferromagnetic exchange constant. The condition J> 0 favors

anti-parallel orientation of two spins referring to the AF ground state.

The interaction Hamiltonian presented in Eq. 5.2 yields the AF ordered state.

This state has Bloch-like excitations which are formally described by the magnon-

creation and destruction operators [9]. The creation operators for i(↓) and j(↑) are

α†↓k and α†↑k , respectively. In a similar fashion, annihilation operators are defined as

α↓k and α↑k for i(↓) and j(↑), respectively.

Since both of the spin operators (S i and S j) participate in the magnon creation

and annihilation processes, diagonalization in the magnon base is necessary which

can be obtained via the Dyson-Maleev transformation [9, 14]. The relation between

spin operators and magnon operators can be written in the form of the transformed

Hamiltonian

H =
∑
k

[
E↑kα

†
↑kα↑k + E↓kα

†
↓kα↓k

]
. (5.3)

Here the sum over k extends to the AF Brillouin zone as shown in Fig. 5.3 (b).

The expressions for the magnon energies are given by E↑k =Ek − gβH0 and E↓k =

Ek + gβH0 with an external field H0 and the coupling constant β. The detailed

theoretical derivations are discussed in Ref. [9].

In the case of equivalent sub-lattices (i= j), double degenerate eigenvalues are

given by the following expression

Ek = ~ωk = 4JS[1− γ2
k ]1/2 (5.4)

where γk depends on the position of the spin vectors and can be denoted as

γk =
1

2
[coskxa+ coskya]. (5.5)

For S= 1/2 systems, Ek is maximal at the boundaries of the magnetic BZ and

reads

EM = ~ωM = 2J. (5.6)

The derived value in Eq. 5.6 can also be obtained via a simple flipping of one Cu
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initial state intermediate state final state

(a) (b) (c)Cu Cu

Figure 5.4: Pictorial illustration of nearest-neighbor spin-flip process in CuO2 planes show-
ing copper (red balls) spins (black arrows) arrangements. (a) In the initial state, the
incoming photon is absorbed by the electron which results in the hopping of an electron
leaving behind a hole. (b) The electron creates a virtual double occupancy in the inter-
mediate state. (c) In the final state, an electron with opposite spin hops back to the hole
site breaking six exchange bonds with an energy cost of 3J .

spin with respect to four neighboring Cu spins. The resulting coupling constant

value J can be derived as

EM = ~ωM = 4× 1

2
× J = 2J. (5.7)

The excitation of a single magnon is not easy to observe due to a smaller mo-

mentum transfer in a Raman process. According to Eq. 5.5, in cuprates with one

CuO2 plane per unit cell, the magnon frequency ωk tends to zero for k→0. On the

contrary, cuprates with two CuO2 planes per unit cell generate acoustic and optical-

like magnons. For example, in the case of YBa2Cu3O6.3, optical magnons have been

observed near k = 0 at 524 cm−1 via inelastic neutron scattering [213]. For undoped

cuprates, a prominent signature of the B1g symmetry is a broad peak which is at-

tributed to the inelastic scattering from two-magnon excitations. Using Eq. 5.6 and

5.7, one can calculate the corresponding peak frequency for a two-magnon excita-

tion to be equal to 4J . However, since scattering is localized to nearest-neighboring

spins, magnon-magnon interactions must be included [214]. In this case, the peak

shifts to 3J by breaking six exchange bonds between the local neighbors.

In Fig. 5.4 the photon-magnon scattering involving the two-magnon process is

depicted. The initial state is a 2D Heisenberg antiferromagnet. An incident polarized

photon causes an electron with spin-down to hop to the neighboring site leaving

behind a hole. It creates a double occupancy in the intermediate state as shown
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in Fig. 5.4 (b). In this state, one electron of the double occupancy site with up-

spin returns to the formerly down site in order to liberate an outgoing photon with

certain energy. This hopping mechanism is responsible for a localized disturbance

in the antiferromagnetically ordered state. In the final state, each of the two flipped

spins breaks three neighboring copper bonds, leading to a total exchange energy of
1
2
J× 6=3J .

The Fleury-Loudon Hamiltonian [9] provides a direct relation of light interaction

with spin degrees of freedom as

H = J
∑
i,j

(êi ·Rij)(ês ·Rij)S i · S j. (5.8)

Here êi and ês are the polarization vectors for the incoming and scattered photons,

respectively. J is a coupling constant. Rij is a vector along the bond connecting

two nearest-neighbors sites i and j. The formalism presented in Eq. 5.8 is mainly

valid for the non-resonant conditions where the incident light energy does not match

an optically allowed interband transition energy. The theoretical developments of

the Fleury-Loudon model for the non-resonant regimes were addressed based on

various analyses such as higher order spin-wave theory [14], series expansion [212],

finite temperature Monte-Carlo methods [214], studies of bilayer effect [51], and ring

exchange [215]. However, most of the experimental work on AF parent cuprates

has been carried out in the resonant regime where the frequencies of the incoming

and/or scattered photons are comparable to the charge transfer energy gap of these

insulating materials. For example, the B1g channel of two-magnon scattering in

insulating parent compounds has a resonance for incident photons at energies close

to 3 eV [6]. Considering the fact, further theoretical developments have been made

by re-examining the Fleury-Loudon model for the resonant regime based on a spin

density wave approach, the so-called triple resonance [15, 50] and using both spin

and charge degrees of freedom [216]. Most of the properties of the two-magnon

Raman response in B1g symmetry have been described in terms of spin-wave theory.

Despite of several attempts, the line shape could not be reproduced so far. The role

of other important factors such as multi-magnon processes, cyclic spin excitations

and amplitude fluctuations are not fully understood yet [45].

Recently, an alternative approach based on field theory has been introduced to

describe the line shape of the two-magnon Raman spectra in B1g symmetry. Earlier,

field-theoretic approaches have been already applied to explain the results from

neutron-scattering experiments [217]. The key benefit of the field theory approach
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V

Re(ψ) Im(ψ)

Nambu-Goldstone 
          mode

Higgs mode

Figure 5.5: Energy density V as a function of the order parameter. Illustration of the
Nambu-Goldstone and Higgs modes arising from phase and amplitude modulations, re-
spectively. Adopted from [49].

is the possibility to separate important universal features of materials from their

microscopic details. This offers a well-defined starting point for perturbation theory.

In order to describe the Raman response, the field-theoretical calculations consider

perturbation theory up to infinite order together with inclusion of amplitude (Higgs)

fluctuations of the order parameter.

Higgs fluctuations play a crucial role in a variety of interacting systems including

the standard model [46, 218] in high-energy physics [219], Bose condensates [220],

super-fluidity and -conductivity [221–223] and magnetism [224]. The Higgs mode

is observed as the amplitude oscillations of a quantum field in many-body systems.

These oscillations appear as collective excitations due to spontaneous breaking of a

continuous symmetry. In any physical system, the order parameter and its variations

in space and time are given by the complex function Ψ(r; t). It includes an amplitude

and a phase near the phase transition between an ordered (|Ψ |> 0) and a disordered

phase (|Ψ |=0). Within the ordered phase, the energy potential has a Mexican hat

like shape as shown in Fig. 5.5. In the minimum of the energy potential, the order

parameter has a non-zero value. When the field around the ground state is expanded,

two types of excitations emerge: massless Nambu-Goldstone modes related to the

phase variation of Ψ and the Higgs mode associated to the amplitude mode of Ψ.

The Nambu-Goldstone modes are the gap-less phase oscillations along the cir-

cumferential direction at the bottom of the potential. The amplitude mode cor-

responds to the oscillations in the radial direction having a finite energy. The

amplitude mode is decoupled from the phase mode. The amplitude modes, be-
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ing chargeless and spinless do not couple directly to the external probe making their

experimental observation difficult. There are a few experimental evidences for the

observation of the amplitude mode. The observation of a Higgs mode in the antifer-

romagnetically ordered phase of TlCuCl3 at high pressure via neutron scattering was

reported in 2008 [224]. Recently, free oscillations of the Higgs mode of the super-

conducting order parameter were observed in s-wave superconductors Nb1−xTixN

using nonlinear terahertz (THz) spectroscopy [225]. In the case of 2D quantum

antiferromagnets, direct observation of the amplitude mode is possible via Raman

scattering because of the fact that the response functions couple to the square of

the order parameter [46].

Weidinger and Zwerger [47] performed a detailed calculation of the response and

expressed the transition rate (R) of Raman scattering in terms of correlation func-

tions of spin operators. The Raman spectrum of undoped cuprates is determined by

incorporating two parameters: the exchange coupling constant J and a dimension-

less Higgs mass m0. Within the Néel ordered state, the Raman response of the AF

ordered cuprates is described by the combined contributions from the two-magnon

and the two-Higgs modes. Experimentally, the contribution of the amplitude mode

has not been observed as a separate peak so far. In spite of that, the amplitude

mode seems to play a role in explaining the shape of the Raman spectra of undoped

cuprates. In field-theoretical calculations, the Raman susceptibility is expressed as

the sum of the individual contributions from scattering processes involving pure

magnons and Higgs modes. An expression for the Raman susceptibility is given by

χ′′Raman = χ′′M + χ′′H. (5.9)

Here χ′′M and χ′′H are the two-magnon and two-Higgs susceptibilities, respectively.

The two-magnon response to the leading order in the coupling g has been calculated

using the correlation function

χ′′M =
g2B2~3S4

12cs
ω3θ(2csΛ− ω) +O(g3) (5.10)

where g is the dimensionless coupling constant, B is equal to ∼ t2/(U − ~ωi). S and

cs are the spin operator and the spin wave velocity, respectively. Λ is the momentum

cutoff. O(g3) involves the square gradient of the magnon field. Assuming only the

case of nearest-neighbor coupling J , the above equation corresponds to

2csΛ = 2π~J (5.11)
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Similarly, contributions from longitudinal fluctuations of the order parameters are

derived using the correlation function of the two-Higgs operator,

χ′′H =
g2B2~3S4

12csω

[(ω
2

)2

−c2
sm

2
0

]2

θ
(
ω−2csm0)×θ(2cs

√
Λ2 +m2

0−ω
)

+O(g3) (5.12)

where m̃0 is the Higgs mass. The overall Raman response depends sensitively on

the precise values of the Higgs mass. For an S = 1/2 system, the Raman spectra

for three different values of the Higgs mass are thoroughly studied in Ref. [47]. In

the cases of a light (m̃0 = 0.25) and a heavy mass (m̃0 = 0.9), the Raman spectra

are found to be dominated by the two-magnon response. They do not show any

distinct feature due to a Higgs mass contribution. However, for an intermediate

mass (m̃0 = 0.65), a sharp shoulder appears above the two-magnon maximum as an

onset of the Higgs mode. The variation in the value of Higgs mass has also allowed

the observation of the influence of the Higgs mass on the two-magnon response.

The above field-theoretical formalism is used to reproduce the line shape of the

strongest scattering B1g symmetry for two undoped compounds: La2CuO4 (LCO)

and YBa2Cu3O6.05 (Y123). We intend to utilize these calculations to quantitatively

assess our measurements by facilitating the precise extraction of the Heisenberg

coupling J . Apart from it, we study an important role of amplitude fluctuations

[2, 226].

5.2 Experimental details

This section is intended to be a brief compilation of the relevant scattering processes

and experimental details. First, electronic Raman scattering is described in general

including polarization configurations to elucidate different symmetry channels. Fur-

thermore, the investigated samples and the experimental setup are explained in

brief.

5.2.1 Electronic Raman scattering

Raman scattering is an invaluable spectroscopic tool which allows one to investigate

the dynamics of strongly correlated electrons. When an incident light is coupled to

the electronic charges in solid material, it induces variations in the electronic charge

density leading to the inelastic scattering from various types of excitations.
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With this technique, the response of a system to an external perturbation (pho-

tons) is obtained by measuring the total cross section for scattered electrons from

the illuminated area of the sample. The differential cross section is directly pro-

portional to the measured rate of photons Ṅ(ω, T ). The differential cross section is

determined by the probability for an incident photon with frequency ωi to scatter

into the solid angle interval between Ω and dΩ and a frequency window between ωs

and dωs per second. An expression for the differential cross section is given by [6]

Ṅ(ω, T ) ∝ ∂2σ

∂Ω ∂ωs
= ~r2

0

ωs
ωi
R, (5.13)

where r0 is the Thomson radius of an electron and is written as r0 = e2/mc2. The

notations e, m, and c are the elementary charge of the electron, the electron mass,

and the speed of light, respectively. The transition rate of the scattering process is

denoted by R which is the main element to obtain the scattering cross section. It

is determined via Fermi’s golden rule and can be expressed as follows:

R =
1

Z
∑
I,F

exp[−βEI ] |MF,I |2 δ(EF − EI − ~Ω), (5.14)

where Z is the partition function, β = 1/kBT , and MF,I = 〈F |M |I〉 is the transition

matrix element. The effective light-scattering operator M describes the electron-

photon interaction. Ω = ωi − ωs is the transferred frequency referred as the Raman

shift. An in-depth introduction to the subject is available in the review article by

Devereaux and Hackl [6]. Several other authors have also elaborated the theoretical

treatments of electronic Raman scattering with the key focus on semiconductor [227]

and superconductors with applications towards cuprates [228, 229].

5.2.2 Polarization configurations

The polarization configurations are very important to understand the response from

excitations having different symmetries. For the material class of the cuprates,

polarization vectors x and y are oriented along the direction of the Cu-O bonds. The

commonly used polarization configurations include linear combinations of xx and xy,

the primed linear combinations of x′x′ and x′y′, and the circular combinations of RR

and RL. Here x′= 1/
√

2(x̂+ ŷ) and y′= 1/
√

2(x̂− ŷ) are rotated by 45◦ with respect

to the x and y polarizations, respectively. R,L = 1/
√

2(x̂ ± iŷ) defines the right

and left circular polarizations. Each set of polarizations allows to access the sum of

two symmetries. The projected sets of symmetries with respect to the polarization
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B1g+B2gA1g+A2g

+

A1g+B2g A2g+B1g

+
A1g+B1g

+
A2g+B2g

xx RRx'y'xy x'x' RL

Figure 5.6: Illustration of six different polarization configurations. The black arrows
indicate the polarization vectors of the incident and scattered light for each CuO2 plane.
Each polarization configuration results as the sum of two symmetry components. The red
and blue solid circles denote copper and oxygen atoms, respectively.

combinations are illustrated in Fig. 5.6. In this figure, six CuO2 plaquettes are

shown where each plaquette shows one polarization combination using the arrows in

the center. For example, the xy polarization configuration where x belongs to the

incoming polarization (ei) and y defines the scattered polarization (es).

IA1g = (1/3)[(xx+ x′x′ +RR)− (1/2) (xy + x′y′ +RL)],

IA2g = (1/3)[(xy + x′y′ +RR)− (1/2) (xx+ x′x′ +RL)],

IB1g = (1/3)[(xx+ x′y′ +RL)− (1/2) (xy + x′x′ +RR)],

IB2g = (1/3)[(xy + x′x′ +RL)− (1/2) (xx+ x′y′ +RR)].

(5.15)

From Fig. 5.6, one can observe that pure symmetries cannot be accessed by a

single set of polarization configuration. To gain insight from an individual symmetry

one has to measure at least four polarization configurations with an inclusion of the

circular polarization. The linear combinations presented in Eq. 5.15 can be utilized

to extract the single symmetry.

5.2.3 Samples

In this work, three different cuprate systems, LCO, Y123, and Bi2212:Y have been

studied using Raman scattering. One of the necessary conditions to probe intrinsic

features via Raman scattering is the availability of high quality, single crystalline

samples with a minimal size of approximately 1 × 1 mm2. Prior to the experi-

ments, information about the quality of the sample is important to interpret the

spectroscopic behavior correctly. In order to fabricate high quality samples, several

different synthesis routes have been utilized in combination with the post-annealing

treatments.

LCO was synthesized in an image furnace by the traveling-solvent floating zone
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(TSFZ) method. The as-grown crystals of LCO had a Néel temperature (TN) of

270 K. The as-grown crystals were further annealed in Ar atmosphere at 920 ◦C for

50 hours. Afterwards, the crystals were cooled down to 500 ◦C in 50 hours and were

brought to ambient temperature in another 50 hours. After the annealing, TN was as

high as 325 K [2] which has not been exceeded as of now [39]. The cleaving of these

materials is very difficult, thus all of the Raman measurements were performed on a

polished sample. The Y123 sample was prepared in BaZrO3 crucibles [230] which is

the best technique to obtain samples with high purity [231]. In order to fabricate the

best crystal quality and the lowest possible oxygen content (approx. 6.05), as-grown

material was annealed in Ar atmosphere at 900 ◦C and then slowly cooled down to

room temperature. Bi2212:Y was grown by a flux method in ZrO2 crucibles [232].

For the Raman measurements, as-grown annealed sample of Y123 was used

whereas the Bi2212:Y sample with freshly cleaved surface was utilized. In the case

of LCO, a sample of an approximate size of 2 × 2 mm2 was prepared by polishing

the surface in the crystal laboratory of the Technical University of Munich (TUM)

using a diamond paste with a grain size down to 0.3 µm. In order to make sure that

the polishing does not influence the intrinsic properties of the sample, we performed

test measurements with the cleaved LCO sample. The results obtained from the

cleaved and the polished surfaces are compared in the subsequent section.

5.2.4 Surface treatment

Raman scattering is sensitive to the roughness of the sample surface. In order to

reduce contributions from elastically scattered stray light mirror-like surfaces are

required. For LCO, the desired surface quality can be obtained by either polishing

or cleaving the sample surface. For quantitative measurements, samples with a

sufficiently large area are required which can only be obtained by polishing. However,

polishing of the surface leads to damage in the range of the penetration depth

influencing the spectral characteristics. On the other hand, cleaved surfaces provide

usually reliable results. Since LCO does not have a cleavage plane only small flat

areas can be obtained which are too small for quantitative measurements. We

compared the B1g spectra in order to be sure that polishing worked in the case of

LCO.

The spectral comparison between polished and cleaved LCO samples in x′y′

(A2g+B1g) configuration is shown in Fig. 5.7. These spectra were measured at room

temperature (310 K) with an excitation wavelength of 458 nm in the energy range

between 50 and 6000 cm−1. We observe small differences between the spectra of the
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Figure 5.7: Effect of the surface treatment in LCO. The spectra are measured with x′y′

polarization at 310 K. A small intensity difference is observed between the spectra of the
polished (black) and the cleaved (red) surfaces.

polished and cleaved LCO. In contrast to the polished sample, the intensity profile of

the spectrum of the cleaved surface is slightly higher. The positions of the prominent

characteristic features at 3300 and 4600 cm−1 as well as the relative spectral weights

are identical in both spectra. There are statistically significant differences which can

at least partially be traced back to the surface. Otherwise the prominent features

can be considered equal.

5.2.5 Experimental setup

The Raman experiments were performed with a calibrated setup. The schematic

sketch of the experimental configuration is illustrated in Fig. 5.8. The excitation

laser module comprises an Ar+ laser (Coherent Innova 304C) with discrete laser

lines in the range 458 nm ≤ λexc ≤ 528 nm and a diode-pumped solid state laser

(DPSS-Coherent Genesis MX SLM 577-500) emitting at 575 nm. Depending on the

measurements, the appropriate laser can be selected using mirror M1. Initially,

the optical system is configured according to the beam diameter of the ion laser

(∅=1.6 mm). In order to use the same optical system for the solid-state laser, having

a smaller beam diameter (∅ = 0.8 mm), the beam has to be expanded. For this
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purpose, a beam expansion unit [assembly of two achromatic lenses L1 (f1 =30 mm)

and L2 (f2 =60 mm)] is installed directly after the DPSS laser.

O3
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CCD
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cryostat
sample

coldfinger
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Figure 5.8: Schematic layout of the light path for Raman experiments consisting of several
novel optical components. Each optical configuration is discussed in detail in the text.
Adopted from [200].

The spatial filter system (PH1), a combination of two achromatic lenses (L3 and

L4) and a circular aperture S1 (∅= 30 µm), is used for filtering divergent compo-

nents of the laser beam. The prism monochromator (PMC) filters out the plasma

lines by dispersing the laser light onto slit S2. Plasma lines with wavelengths dif-

ferent by more than 25 cm−1 from that of the selected laser line are blocked. The

monochromatic laser light is directed towards the second spatial filter system (PH2)

via mirror M2. The second spatial filter system consists of two achromatic lenses (L5

and L6) and an adjustable slit (S2). This configuration is the exit slit of the PMC.

Finally, the laser beam is directed towards the half-wave plate (λ/2) via mirror M3.

The half-wave plate modulates the laser power. The desired polarization state of

the incident laser beam is set by the combined configuration of a Glan-Thompson

polarizer (P) and a Soleil-Babinet compensator (SBC) offering control over the po-

larization and phase of the light. The last spatial filter (PH3) after the compensator

is used to prepare a Gaussian beam. It configures with an objective lens (O1), an
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achromatic lens (L7), and a circular aperture (S3) with 10 µm diameter. This sys-

tem finally determines the quality of the beam which is focused on the sample via

an achromatic lens L8. The laser beam is directed onto the sample via mirror M4.

Before the scattered light is directed into the spectrometer, it is essential to select

the polarization of scattered photons. To this end a quarter wave-plate (λ/4) and an

analyzer (A) are used. The half-wave retardation plate (λ/2) next to the analyzer

facilitates the rotation of the selected linear polarization along the x-axis of the

laboratory system, which is also the preferred direction of maximal transmission in

the spectrometer. The wavelength of the scattered photons is selected by a double

monochromator (Jarell-Ash 25-100). The window of the selected wavelength can be

set manually. The CCD camera (Princeton Instruments, PyLoN:100BR eXcelon)

counts the photons which acts as a single channel detector allowing one to acquire the

spectra point by point. The two- and three-dimensional layouts of the spectrometer

are depicted in Fig. 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Ray diagrams of double monochromator based spectrometer incorporated for
the Raman measurements. Illustration in (a) 3D and (b) 2D view. It accommodates
two symmetrically-coupled monochromatic stages where each stage is composed of two
spherical mirrors and one grating.

The samples are mounted on the cold finger of a cryogenically pumped 4He flow

cryostat. The cryostat operates at a vacuum level of better than 10−6 mbar with an

accessible temperature range of 1.8 K≤ T ≤ 340 K. The well-defined orientation of

the sample with respect to the laboratory system is crucial (see subsection 5.2.2).

Therefore, the orientation of the crystallographic axes a and b is determined via a

standard Laue diffraction experiment.
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5.3 Experimental results

This section summarizes the results of the inelastic scattering light experiments on

undoped compounds of three different cuprate families.

5.3.1 Symmetry analysis of La2CuO4

The intensity of the Raman spectra presented in this section is given in absolute

units (counts s−1 mW−1) unless stated otherwise. All spectra are corrected for the

sensitivity of the instrument and divided by the Bose-Einstein thermal factor {1 +

n(Ω, T )}. The data are multiplied by the factor ωi/ωs (see Eq. 5.13) leading to the

final spectral data for the Raman response function Rχ′′(Ω, T ).
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Figure 5.10: Raman response of La2CuO4 at 100 K. (a) A set of six different polarization
configurations where each spectrum comprises two symmetries. (b) Each sum of two
spectra projecting all four in-plane symmetries.

We first describe the results of the Raman response for La2CuO4. The measure-

ments were carried out on a polished sample [2] at a temperature of 100 K with an
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excitation wavelength of 458 nm. Figure 5.10 (a) shows a compilation of the raw

data of LCO measured with six different polarization configurations xx, xy, x′x′,

x′y′, RR, and RL. The major part of the energy range up to 2000 cm−1 is dominated

by phononic excitations. A contribution from phonons is observed especially in xx,

x′x′, and RR configurations. Since phonons are not of interest here, we measure

the Raman spectra with lower resolution. A pronounced and broad peak at about

3300 cm−1 (409.4 meV) is observed in three polarization configurations of xx, x′y′,

and RL. Another prominent mode adjacent to this peak is present at 4600 cm−1

which is present in four different configurations of xx, xy, x′y′, and RL originating

from either A2g or B1g symmetry. The spectra in x′x′ and RR are featureless be-

tween 2000 and 4000 cm−1 and then begin to pile up in the energy range between

4000 and 8000 cm−1.

Each of the measured polarization combinations in Fig. 5.10 (a) involves the sum

of two symmetries. As pointed out before the over-determination of the spectra can

be used to check the consistency of the experiments. Figure 5.10 (b) demonstrates

the quantitative check of consistency in the form of three different sum spectra. The

xx+xy and x′x′+x′y′ spectra are multiplied by the factors 0.89 and 1.05 respectively,

to match the intensities with those of the RR+RL configuration. We find that the

three spectral sets agree well within the statistical error up to 5000 cm−1. These

small corrections result from the experimental errors such as insufficient adjustment

of the absorbed laser power on the sample and/or improper settings of incoming

and outgoing photon polarizations. The energy range above 5000 cm−1 shows a

deviation between the spectra on the order of 10% or less. These deviations are

observed mainly in the sum spectra of x′x′ and x′y′ (red spectrum). Luminescence

may play a role in this case and cannot easily be controlled. Apart from it, surface

layer accumulation could also be responsible for the difference between the spectra.

Now we determine the symmetry projections. In Fig. 5.11, we plot the Ra-

man response of LCO for all four symmetries in the wide energy range from 50 to

8000 cm−1.

At low energies up to 2000 cm−1, we observe the contribution of the phonons

in A1g, B1g, and B2g symmetries. In the A1g channel, there are two broad features

between 3000 and 4000 cm−1 and between 5000 and 7000 cm−1. The latter one con-

sists of two sub-features and is stronger than the first one. In the A2g channel,

the intensity up to 3000 cm−1 is negligible. However, it becomes comparable with

the intensity of the spectra in other symmetries at higher energies. As a remark-

able observation, a well-resolved peak at 4600 cm−1 is present in A2g symmetry. In
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Figure 5.11: Raman spectra of four pure symmetries (A1g, A2g, B1g, and B2g) observed
in the ab-plane of La2CuO4 in the AF state at 100 K.

the B1g channel, the spectrum has the highest intensity in the range from 2000 to

4000 cm−1. The maximum of the most prominent peak is found to be at approx-

imately 3300 cm−1. Above the maximum, the intensity of the peak decays slowly

making the peak rather asymmetric. Above 4000 cm−1, a secondary maximum is

observed at about 4600 cm−1 which resembles closely to the feature observed at the

same energy in the A2g channel. Above the secondary peak, the spectral intensity

decreases towards 8000 cm−1. The B2g spectrum has weak phonon contributions,

and the rest of the spectrum is completely featureless.

In order to get a better insight into the identification of the various features,

we compare the symmetry-resolved spectra of three cuprate families, LCO, Y123,

and Bi2212:Y as displayed in Fig. 5.12. The Raman spectra of Y123 and Bi2212:Y

samples were measured at 200 K.

In all three samples, the B1g spectra have the highest intensity in the range of

2000 to 4000 cm−1. A broad and distinct peak can be observed in this range which

essentially probes the simultaneous spin-flip on two neighboring Cu atoms [4, 9].

The peak maxima of Y123, Bi2212:Y, and LCO are observed at 2750, 2900, and

3300 cm−1, respectively. Below the maximum a strong energy-dependent behavior
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Figure 5.12: Symmetry-resolved Raman response of three different cuprate families. (a) Bi-
layer YBa2Cu3O6.05 (Y123) at 200K. (b) Bi-layer Bi2Sr2YCu2O8+δ (B12212:Y) at 200K.
(c) Single layer La2CuO4 (LCO) measured at 100K.
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could be observed. For low energies, the Ω3 power law could not directly be observed

as predicted theoretically [46, 47]. This deviation can partially be traced back to

the contributions from phonons and particle-hole excitations which cannot reliably

be subtracted. Above the maximum the intensity decreases slowly which makes

the peak asymmetric. Except for the low energy regime, the B1g spectra of Y123

and Bi2212:Y are similar. In contrast, the B1g spectrum of LCO shows significant

differences in the form of a well-defined secondary maximum at 4600 cm−1 followed

by an increase of intensity in the higher energy region above the secondary peak.

The A1g spectra in all three samples show dominant phonon contributions at low

energy. In all materials, there is a broad maximum between 3000 and 5000 cm−1

which does not correspond to the position and shape of the B1g peak. In addition,

the LCO spectrum exhibits a shoulder between 5000 and 7000 cm−1 composed of two

sub-features. In Y123 and Bi2212:Y, we find a weaker shoulder in this energy range.

In the case of A2g symmetry, the intensity vanishes to within the experimental

resolution for energies up to the B1g maximum. The onset above this energy is

well defined and nearly abrupt. In the LCO sample, a well-resolved peak is found

at 4600 cm−1, appearing at energies similar to the secondary maximum observed

in the B1g spectrum. The spectra in B2g symmetry are featureless for all three

compounds except for a small peak present in the Bi2212:Y sample. This peak is

located exactly at the position of the two-magnon peak observed in the B1g channel.

Here, polarization leakage could be responsible.

The B1g Raman spectra reveal double spin-flip excitation. Since the high-energy

parts of the B1g spectra are not universal neither close to the maximum nor at higher

energies, it becomes necessary to explore the possible origin of these differences. To

this end, we studied the resonance behavior using different excitation wavelengths.

In resonance condition, the overall intensity varies whereas the shapes may or may

not change. The resonance studies of three undoped samples have been carried out

with blue (458 nm) and green (514 nm, 528 nm) laser lines. The Raman response for

three samples in x′y′ configuration as a function of excitation energy is illustrated

in Fig. 5.13.

Figure 5.13 (a)-(c) displays the raw data. The spectra with λexc = 458 nm were

measured up to 8000 cm−1. The spectra taken with the laser wavelength λexc = 514 nm

were measured up to 5600 cm−1 due to the limited range of the spectrometer. The

scattering cross sections for Y123 [Fig. 5.13 (a)] and Bi2212:Y [Fig. 5.13 (b)] are

significantly larger for λexc = 458 nm. In contrast, the LCO spectrum [Fig. 5.13 (c)]

with λexc = 514 nm lies above the one with λexc = 458 nm. In LCO the phonons res-
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Figure 5.13: Excitation energy dependent Raman response of three undoped cuprates. (a)-
(c) Raw data for Y123, Bi2212:Y, and LCO, respectively in x′y′ polarization geometry.
(d)-(e) Multiplied spectra to scale the intensities of blue and green excitation energies.
The appropriate multiplicative factors are as indicated.

onate strongly up to 1500 cm−1. The panels in Fig. 5.13 (d)-(f) present the spectra

multiplied by the appropriate constants to match the peak intensities. The spectra

of Y123 and Bi2212:Y measured with the green excitation lines (514 nm and 528 nm)

are multiplied by the factors 1.46 and 1.84, respectively. In the case of LCO, the

blue spectrum is multiplied by 1.31. We find that the line shapes are identical to

within the experimental accuracy for a wide energy range in all three samples. In

contrast to Y123 and Bi2212:Y, the two-magnon peak in LCO does not resonate in

the blue but in the green. In LCO, the small peak above the two-magnon peak is

weaker for 514 nm and consequently moves closer to the two-magnon peak.

The data show that the B1g spectra have universal features such as the functional

dependence at low energy and around the peak maximum. The high-energy parts

are surprisingly similar in Y123 and Bi2212:Y but different for LCO. In the following
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section, we address the putative universality and possible microscopic descriptions.

5.3.2 Discussion

In Fig. 5.14 the energy and intensity axes of the spectra of Y123, Bi2212:Y, and

LCO are normalized. The energy axis is scaled in a way that the maxima of the

two-magnon peaks collapse on the canonical value of 2.84 J derived recently using

field-theoretical methods [47]. The intensities are normalized to the spectrum of

Bi2212:Y using multiplicative factors of 1.11 and 2.27 for the spectra of Y123 and

LCO, respectively.
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Figure 5.14: Normalized intensity and energy profile of pure B1g symmetry channel for
YBa2Cu3O6.05 (black), Bi2Sr2YCu2O8+δ (red), and La2CuO4 (green). The intensities are
scaled by factors as indicated. The energy axis is denoted in units of the exchange coupling
constant J . The position of the two-magnon peak matches with the theoretically predicted
energy of 2.84J [47].

At first glance, close to the peak maximum between 2.5 and 3.5 J , the line

shapes in all samples look similar. From the position of the two-magnon peak, one

can derive the exchange coupling constant J to be 119, 126, and 144 meV for Y123,

Bi2212:Y, and LCO, respectively. Our J values for Y123 and LCO are in good

agreement with the values of 120 and 143 meV respectively, obtained from neutron

scattering experiments [211, 213].

Figure 5.14 shows that Y123 has the smallest line width and the lowest intensity

in the high energy regime. This suggests that the Y123 is the cleanest sample and has
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the best crystal structure of the three. In the vicinity of the two-magnon peak the

spectra of LCO and Y123 match nearly perfectly. However, deviations are observed

at low and high energies. Above the two-magnon peak, the LCO spectrum has a

secondary maximum at 3.85 J . This shoulder depends on the excitation wavelength

as discussed in the resonance studies illustrated in Fig. 5.13. We also found that

the secondary peak is most likely an intrinsic property since it is independent of the

surface preparation method (see section 5.2.4). In the energy region above 5 J , the

spectra essentially saturate at a constant intensity. However, this intensity varies by

more than a factor of 3 for the three samples. The high intensity of the tail of the

LCO suggests a contribution from luminescence. For clarification, further work is

needed. Bi2212:Y has the broadest two-magnon peak. Otherwise the spectrum looks

very similar to that of Y123. The larger width of the two-magnon peak could result

from the substantially off-stoichiometric composition of Bi2212:Y and the resulting

local variation of the exchange coupling J (inhomogeneous broadening).

The recent field-theoretical calculations have satisfactorily explained the B1g

spectra of undoped cuprates [47]. The inclusion of multi-magnon processes and am-

plitude (”Higgs”) fluctuations of the magnetization leads to an improved description

of the overall line shapes.

The comparison between experimental data and theoretical calculations for two

undoped materials (Y123 and LCO) is presented in Fig. 5.15. These spectra are di-

rectly obtained from Ref. [47]. The Raman spectra used for the theoretical fits were

measured in 2009 using an excitation wavelength of 458 nm [2]. The experimental

data are fitted to a function of the form Aχ′′(ω/(csΛ)). In this expression, A is the

overall prefactor which remains undetermined and does not influence the relative

weight of the Raman spectrum. The energy scale of the two-magnon response is

set by the characteristic frequency csΛ as discussed in section 5.1.3. The fits to the

Raman spectra depend only on two physical quantities: the frequency scale related

to J , csΛ=π~J (Eq. 5.11) and the Higgs mass m̃0 (Eq. 5.12).

Figure 5.15 (a) shows the experimental data and theoretical prediction for Y123.

The Raman spectrum (red) is fitted with the theoretical model for two different

cases: with and without including the Higgs contribution. The characteristic peak

of the two-magnon excitation in B1g symmetry is very well reproduced using a

Higgs mass of m̃0 =0.25 (blue solid line). When the contribution of the Higgs mass

is not included in the calculations, the theoretical curve (blue dashed line) misses a

substantial segment of the spectrum between 3500 and 5000 cm−1. The value for the

exchange coupling constant J is 126 meV. It matches well with 120 meV obtained
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Figure 5.15: Raman response in B1g symmetry for (a) YBCO and (b) LCO. In each case,
the experimental results (red squares) are compared with theoretical fits including Higgs
contribution (solid blue line) and without Higgs contribution (dashed blue line). m̃0 is the
dimensionless Higgs mass used for the fitted curves. Adopted from Ref. [47].

from neutron scattering [213].

The theoretical fits for LCO are displayed in Fig. 5.15 (b). The spectral compar-

ison reveals that the two-magnon peak is fitted well with the J value of 149 meV

close to 143 meV as obtained by neutron scattering [211]. The agreement for the sec-

ondary peak at 4600 cm−1 could be improved by selecting an intermediate value for

the Higgs mass. The solid blue line spectrum reproduces the secondary maximum

using a Higgs mass value of m̃0 = 0.595. The theory prediction underestimates the

experimental data thus indicating the contributions from scattering processes other

than spin excitations. The computation time is significantly longer if the Higgs cor-

rections are included. Hence, the theoretical curves were obtained by setting a few

plausible values for the Higgs mass rather than using a least square fitting procedure

which may improve the agreement between theory and experiment.

For Y123, m̃0 is significantly smaller than for LCO. For the smaller value of the
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Higgs mass the spectrum does not exhibit a separate peak. Rather it gives rise to

a broad continuum above the dominant two-magnon peak. In the case of LCO, the

contribution from the Higgs mode results in a separate peak. A possible origin for

the smaller value of the Higgs mass could be associated with the increased quantum

fluctuations in the layered system. In bi-layer systems such as Y123, two CuO2

layers are reasonably close to each other with an AF interlayer exchange coupling of

0.1 [53]. When the interlayer coupling is increased in such systems, a quantum phase

transition takes place where a phase of two weakly coupled AF layers transforms

into a gapped singlet phase. However, in the phase where two layers possess AF

order, the interlayer coupling leads to increased quantum fluctuations resulting in a

smaller Higgs mass.

In conclusion, the major part of the B1g spectrum could be explained quantita-

tively by a recent field-theoretic approach for a spin S= 1/2 system. The line shape

of the two-magnon peak together with a high energy shoulder could be described

well by including magnon-magnon interactions and the amplitude mode. However,

there are still a few questions which require further investigations. In LCO, the

dependence of the secondary peak at 4600 cm−1 on the excitation lines cannot be

described without explicitly including the material’s properties, i.e. the electronic

structure. The substantial variation upon changing the excitation energy casts doubt

on an explanation in terms of amplitude fluctuations alone. In fact, spin excitations

and amplitude fluctuations are resonating for different photon energies [Fig. 5.13 (c)

and (f)]. The two-magnon peak has a resonance with the excitation wavelength of

514 nm whereas the secondary maximum shows the resonance at 458 nm. In gen-

eral, one would expect spins and amplitude fluctuations to resonate with the same

photon energy since the spins and the amplitude fluctuations are excited via the

same intermediate electronic states.

The symmetry-resolved Raman response of LCO shows an extra peak in A2g

which is missing in the other compounds (Fig. 5.12). The origin of the A2g maximum

could be explained in terms of chiral excitations or multi-magnon excitations that

could couple to high-energy electronic states different from those coupling to the

double spin-flip excitations. Another possible origin of the high energy shoulder

could be explained in terms of triple resonances as discussed by Morr and Chubukov

[51]. This phenomenon explains a change in the line shape, however, the dependence

of the spectra on high energies could not be predicted using the triple resonance

mechanism. The effects obtained in LCO were not present in two other samples. In

Y123 and Bi2212:Y, the line shapes do not depend on the excitation energy within
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the experimental accuracy. In contrast, the spectral shape of LCO depends slightly

on the photon energies.

The study of the magnetic excitations and amplitude fluctuations in the series of

three undoped cuprates has revealed a universal line shape close to the double spin-

flip maximum in B1g symmetry. The variation of the low-energy response, the nearly

Lorentzian variation above the peak and the shoulder between 3.2 and 4.4 J in Y123

and Bi2212:Y found an almost quantitative explanation. In addition, the differences

to LCO can at least partially be traced back to a variation of the coupling constant

of the Higgs mode. The best agreement between theory and experimental results

on the high-energy side could possibly be achieved if the amplitude fluctuations

of the magnetization are included. Prior to an improved understanding the exact

resonance behavior needs to be studied and the contributions to the inelastic light

scattering spectra have to be disentangled.



Chapter 6

Summary

The work described in this thesis is split into two parts. In the first part the progress

achieved in assembling and optimizing the setup for tip-enhanced Raman scattering

(TERS) is discussed. The second part describes a systematic light scattering study

of the spin response in three insulating cuprate systems being prototypical planar

spin 1/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnets.

The major part of the work is devoted to the development of the experimental

setup of TERS for the temperature range 10 - 300 K. It describes the technical details

and challenges of the customized setup. TERS is always a combination of scanning

techniques such as atomic force and/or scanning tunneling microscopy (AFM/STM)

and light scattering (Raman) spectroscopy. The innovative optical arrangement here

is based on an off-axis parabolic mirror where the sample surface is oriented parallel

to the optical axis of the mirror. This unconventional orientation enables us to

fully control the light polarizations and to minimize the losses due to the aperture

reduction. The parabolic mirror is kept at the same temperature as the sample.

The major challenges, arising from the unconventional orientation of the parabolic

mirror, include the alignment of the incoming laser beam and of the collection optics

with respect to the parabola axis and the efficient illumination of the sample. The

two issues could be solved entirely and facilitated the reproducible optimization of

the efficiency. In addition, the setup for preparing gold tips for the scanning probes

and for tip-enhanced Raman scattering was built up from the scratch.

In a series of measurements, far-field spectra were collected on silicon and YBCO.

The silicon spectrum can be recorded with sufficient quality. In contrast, the spec-

trum of YBCO suffers from a high background signal due to luminescence in the

core of the optical fiber. In addition, Raman spectra of silicon were measured in

order to test the polarization selection rules upon using the parabolic mirror. The
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investigation revealed that the polarization leakage could be suppressed well below

7% when the full aperture of the parabolic mirror is used. It indicates the capabil-

ities of our system to derive the symmetry components of the scattered light while

maintaining a high collection efficiency.

The second part of the thesis covers the study of magnetic excitations in CuO2

systems as a function of light polarization and energy (resonance effects). In three

different insulating cuprate systems, La2CuO4 (LCO), YBa2Cu3O6.05 (Y123), and

Bi2Sr2YCu2O8+δ (Bi2212:Y), the symmetry dependence and resonance behavior of

the spectral scattering cross section is studied systematically. The spectra in B1g

symmetry, as opposed to the other symmetries, are essentially universal. The results

obtained in B1g symmetry were compared with the recent field-theoretical calcula-

tions based on the microscopic Fleury-Loudon Hamiltonian.

In the symmetry-resolved Raman spectra of all these materials, the B1g channel

exhibits a broad and asymmetric two-magnon profile peaking at material-dependent

energies. For Y123, Bi2212:Y, and LCO, the peak maxima are observed to be

at 2735, 2890, and 3300 cm−1 respectively. The quantitative agreement with the

predictions of field theory facilitates the precise extraction of the exchange coupling

constant J . The J values derived for Y123 and LCO agree to within a few percent

with the results derived from the neutron scattering experiments. The line shapes

in Y123 and Bi2212:Y are independent of the excitation energies.

In LCO, a prominent secondary maximum is observed at 4600 cm−1 which does

not show up in Y123 and Bi2212:Y. Yet, the secondary maximum in LCO and the

asymmetric line shapes in Y123 and Bi2212:Y can be reproduced theoretically if the

amplitude fluctuations of the magnetization (Higgs mode) are included. The weak

spectral dependence of the secondary peak on the excitation energies indicates that

additional contributions such as multi-magnon process or a triple resonance could

also play a role.
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